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Department tenure standards 
proposed by Faculty Senate 
By THERESA BEALE 
A motion enabling a 
department head to propose 
standards for promotion and 
tenure in his department was 
carried by the Faculty Senate 
Thursday. 
The senate passed Kevin 
Miller's motion recom- 
mending that the vice 
president for academic affairs 
request department heads to 
propose promotion and tenure 
standards specifically for 
their departments. The 
standards would need the 
concurrence of the majority of 
faculty members in the 
departments, and serve to 
implement the general 
standards outlined in the 
faculty handbook.   . 
TPC gets color system 
By DEBBIE YARD 
The addition of color 
broadcasting to the already 
existing black and white 
system at the Television 
Production Center this 
semester serves a "three- 
prong approach," according 
to the director of the center. 
The first approach is an 
academic one, said Dr. David 
Holdridge. The com- 
munication arts department 
uses the equipment at the 
center to give students ex- 
perience with television in a 
"real-life situation." 
Students in the basic level 
courses still use the black and 
white system, but upper 
level students now have the 
opportunity to gain ex- 
perience in color broad- 
casting, he   said. 
Some advance students are 
involved in internships at 
local television stations, such 
as WHSV, Holdridge said. 
"They work in color there, we 
should work in color here." 
A second use of the new 
color broadcasting is to aid 
the public information office. 
The Television Production 
Center can provide film for ■local and state stations to use 
in their programming. 
Programs for campus use are 
also done at the center, 
Holdridge said. 
One of the projects being 
worked on currently is a 
multi-media production for 
summer freshman orien- 
tation, he said. 
The center has also had the 
opportunity to provide film 
outside of the state. During a 
recent visit to campus, the 
Murray Spaulding Dance 
Company asked the Television 
Production Center to film 
their recital for the French 
Foreign Embassy as a 
promotional device. "It went 
very well." Holdridge said. 
Hopefully, he said, a series 
package may be prepared 
on such topics as handicrafts 
in the Shenadoah Valley for 
the fine arts in the   «rea 
The third possible use for 
the new color television. 
Holdridge said, is to provide 
classroom instruction on an 
"all-university" basis. There 
is wiring for this kind of 
broadcasting located in 
Miller. Wilson and Moody 
halls, and the Duke Fine Arts 
Center. 
To put such a service into 
operation on campus is not 
economically  feasible vet. 
Holdridge said. He knows of 
no other university cam- 
parable in size to James 
Madison University that uses 
such a system. 
The new color equipment 
was installed during the 
Christmas break, but the 
system has been in the 
planning stages for three or 
tour years, according to 
Holdridge. "So far, the use of 
color has received a good 
reception." 
The production center was 
also remodeled during 
Christmas, providing more 
space for students to work in, 
he added. 
In addition to practicum 
students and interns, a 
regular student staff works at 
the center. They are Chris 
Schnorr, Gary Evens, Rich 
Fulton. Sarah Strader, Terri 
Johnson. Peggy McGinty and 
Cindy Royston. 
An amended motion 
requiring the standards to be 
forwarded to the dean of the 
respective school and to the 
academic affairs vice 
president for their comments, 
suggestions or objections was 
also carried by the senate. 
The motion further stated that 
if the administrators have 
suggestions, comments or 
objections, the standards 
should be sent back to the 
department faculty for a re- 
vote. This process should con 
tinue until concensus is 
reached by the department 
faculty, the department head, 
the dean and the vice 
president for academic af- 
fairs. 
In other business, the 
senate was told that luncheon 
facilities for faculty were 
opened in HiUcrest Monday. A 
room in the basement which 
seats 40 persons will be ser- 
ving lunch daily from 11:30 
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Soup, sand- 
wiches, salads and beverages 
will be offered. 
Senate speaker Dr. 
Patricia Bruce reported that 
Dr. Robert Atkins will serve 
as chairman of the Mace 
Committee. This committee 
will investigate the 
possibilities of designing a 
mace for the university. A 
mace is a ceremonial staff 
used as a symbol of authority 
in many universities and 
institutions. 
By KENT BOOTY 
A decision on which 
fraternities and sororities 
move into the new dormitories 
will be made by Feb. 22, ac- 
cording to a special assistant 
to the student affairs office. 
This decision will be made 
by a 10-member selection 
committee which has been 
reviewing each Greek 
organization's eligibility for 
the housing, said Larry 
Landes of the student affairs 
office. The committee's 
chairman is Dr. William Hall, 
vice president of student 
affairs. 
All of the eight fraternities 
and seven sororities are vying 
for the 13 apartments units 
which will probably open in 
September, Landes said. 
"We've been looking at 
each organization's eligibility 
for the housing individually," 
according to Landes. "It's 
also important to note that 
this is a process of selection 
rather than elimination." 
The Selection Committee 
has been reviewing the 
groups' financial records, 
recent service projects, 
scholastic  achievements and 
fund-raising projects to help 
them arrive at their final 
decision, Landes said. 
The committee has also 
collected "background in- 
formation" from each group's 
national organization and 
information about each 
fraternity and sorority's 
campus chapter, Landes said. 
"We   should    have    13 
rlified groups getting into, 
housing," he said. 
Landes added that the 
student affairs office will 
"try to find other types of 
housing" for the two 
organizations which are not 
selected. "We would like them 
as close to campus as 
possible," he said, adding that 
this alternative housing will 
probably be found "by the 
middle of March." 
Another committee 
designed to "draw up house 
rules" for the dorms will start 
meeting "by the middle of the 
month," Landes said. 
The committee will consist 
of three representatives from 
the Interfraternity Council, 
three from Panhellenic 
Council, and William Johnson, 
Larry Landes and Donna 
Warner of the student affairs 
office. 
Madison sculpture 
located in library 
Rejected by art commission 
By TOM DULAN 
The bronze bust of James 
Madison, sculpted by Dr. 
Kenneth „Beer of the art 
department, has been located 
on the first stairwell landing 
in the Madison Memorial 
Library. 
The sculpture, created as a 
$9,500 spent to combat snow 
By BRUCE OSBORNE 
More that $9,500 was spent 
to combat the recent heavy 
snowfalls here, according to 
the director of the physical 
plant. 
These extra funds were not 
in the regular maintenance 
CLEARING SNOW behind Ikenberry Hall are workers Vincent 
Hensley, Nickey Dove and Charles Good (left to right). 
,  .       .     . .        .  . Pholo by  Joe Benkerl 
budget, but came from 
President Ronald Carrier's 
"control account" which can 
be transferred to different 
departments to handle 
unexpected expenses, Gene 
Wagner said. 
About-$6,000 was spent to 
rent heavy machinery, in- 
cluding three dump trucks, 
two front loaders and one 
bulldozer, Wagner said. This 
machinery was used to help 
clear out the parking lots. 
Overtime pay for em- 
ployees was $3,187. which 
includes pay for grounds 
workers as well as mechanics, 
according to Wagner. These 
workers put in more than 700 
hours of overtime to fight the 
snow. 
Nineteen members of 
Sigma Nu and Kappa Sigma 
fraternities were paid a total 
of about $500 to shovel 
sidewalks and steps, Wagner 
said. 
Eight extra grounds men 
were hired and funded by the 
federal government to sup- 
plement the 20 regular 
workers. 
Some painters and car- 
penters were shifted in their 
duties to help shovel snow. 
"We use anybody and 
everybody we have" to help 
people move around safely, 
Wagner said. 
(Continued on Page St) 
bicentennial project, was 
originally intended as part of 
an outdoor "Madison 
Memorial Park," to be con- 
structed on the triangular 
piece of ground east of 
Johnston Hall, across from 
the library. 
The park was to have in- 
cluded a bluestone floor, park 
benches and a semi-circular 
backdrop of shrubs with the 
sculpture as the centerpiece, 
according to the plan. 
There are, however, "no 
plans for that location now," 
said Dr. John Mundy, vice- 
president "of administrative 
affairs. Plans for the park 
apparently were scrapped 
when the sculpture was 
rejected by the State Art 
Commission, he said. 
The commission, which 
must approve any art work 
that is to be permanently fixed 
on campus, reportedly 
rejected the sculpture as 
being too modern and ab- 
stract. Beer said. 
Although the commission 
never saw the actual sculp- 
ture, photographs of the bust 
were submitted to the com- 
mission and were rejected in 
November 1976, according 
to a  commission  employee. 
Dr. John Diller, head of the 
art department, reportedly 
inquired last semester as to 
whether the university should 
re-apply for approval of the 
sculpture. According to Beer, 
JMU President Ronald 
Carrier replied in a letter that 
"it's time to check again." 
Mundy stated, however, 
that there are "no plans to re- 
apply for approval," and that 
the sculpture would be located 
in the library "indefinitely." 
The sculpture, which took 
about seven months to create 
and cost about $3,000, had 
been in storage since fall 1976, 
Beer said. 
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Founded 1922 
"Freedom of the press is one 
of the great bulwarks of 
liberty, and can never be 
restrained but by despotic* 
governments." — James 
Madison 
Board meetings 
should be opened despot: 
?RSlttMTORW ?m US A MISlONtRV WEH \Sm> M. WTB HOUSE,., 
This decade has seen the operation of government on all levels- 
local, state and national-profoundly altered by a spate of 
"sunshine laws" which have opened to the public the meetings of 
various governing bodies and agencies. , 
In Virginia, the Freedom of Information Act governs public 
access to the official organs of government. The proceedings of 
practically all state agencies are open to the public except under 
certain circumstances, e.g., when sensitive topics such as per- 
sonnel matters, legal matters or acquisition of real estate are 
being discussed. 
One state agency, however, has always been noticeably 
exempted from the Virginia Freedom of Information Act-college 
governing boards. 
Boards of Visitors are the governing bodies of each state- 
supported college. The 11 members of each board of visitors are 
appointed by the governor, subject to legislative approval. 
The boards currently conduct their meetings in private. 
Members are required to make themselves available to the press 
after each session to report on any official action taken. 
This may soon be rectified. A bill was introduced into the House 
of Delegates last week which would extend the Act to boards of 
visitors of state-supported colleges, thus opening their meetings 
to the public. 
Sponsored by Del. A. R. "Pete" Giesen, Jr. (R-Staunton), the 
bill also enjoys the support of both delegates from the 16th 
Legislative District which includes James Madison University- 
Bonnie   Paul   (R-Harrisonburg)   and   Clinton   Miller   (R 
Woodstock). 
A similar bill passed the House of Delegates last year only to 
die in the Senate. We hope that this bill will not suffer the same 
fate. 
The opening of boards of visitors meetings to the public is long 
overdue. 
Any agency which controls such an extensive budget, is such a 
large employer and is the governing body of an institution so 
important as a university should have its deliberations open to 
public scrutiny. 
Governing board actions are of immediate interest not only 
to the school community but also to the citizens at large who 
support the institution through their taxes. 
Opponents of the measure note that many issues which come 
before boards of visitors are of a sensitive nature and that boards' 
decision-making abilities whould be hampered by the presence of 
students and the general public. 
This argument is invalid, however, in light of the bill's con- 
struction and the application of the FOIA to other state boards. 
City or county school boards, whose duties and responsibilities 
would be comparable to boards of visitors, have long come under 
the purview of the FOIA. 
They too often face sensitive issues. The FOIA, however, 
provides for executive sessions in such extraordinary cir- 
cumstances, thus allowing for discussion of these matters to take 
place in private so long as any official action is taken in open 
session. 
Opening meetings of these bodies have allowed the public to 
take some part in the governmental processes and thus given the 
citizenry an opportunity to force these agencies to become more 
responsive. 
Boards of visitors, handling issues no more sensitive than other 
Srenting bodies but sometimes more important, should no 
lger be allowed to have their meetings conducted in private. 
One of Governor John Dalton's campaign promises was to 
appoint a graduate of each state-supported college to its board of 
visitors to aid in making the board more responsive to the 
current needs of the institution This is commendable and we are 
anxious to see the results of this experiment. 
This alone, however, cannot guarantee a board amenable to 
the public. Only by opening their meetings to the public can the 
public be guaranteed a chance of impressing itself upon the 
We are pleased that the 14 co-sponsors of the bill represent a bi- 
partisan group from the idealogical mainstream of the Assembly 
and not merely a small minority of vocal legislators who lack 
influence among their peers. This should bode well for the 
measure. 
We urge the General Assembly and Governor Dalton to act 
favorably jjpon the Giesen proposal. 
Professors affect eternity 
By ALV1N WALKER 
Until ... the Negro is 
brought into the mainstream 
of American life, our beloved 
nation will be on the verge of 
being plunged into the abyss 
of social disruption.-- 
Reverend M.L. King, Jr., 
during riots of 1964 
In the November 18 issue of 
The Breeze, Paul A. Brown 
stated that the need for more 
black professors and ad- 
ministrators is not an 
academic problem because 
people should be employed 
because of their experience 
and knowledge, and not 
because of their race. 
Brown ended his letter 
saying that even the concern 
for an addition of blacks to the 
faculty and administration 
should not be an issue because 
color of skin has nothing to do 
with the process of learning; 
therefore the professor's skin 
color is irrelevent. 
This article is in response 
to Brown's letter. However, 
before attempting to present 
one side of the argument, 
certain concepts pertaining to 
the idea of race and its role in 
the nation should be 
deposited in the reader's 
mind. \ 
President Carter has 
announced that "the major 
priority of the nation is final 
elimination of the barrier that 
restricts the opportunities 
available to black people." 
The president requested $400 
million, which he will get plus 
more, for "new private sector 
employment programs 
focused on black youths..and 
aimed at mobilizing private 
industry to work with 
government in finding jobs." 
The DuPont Co. is also 
working towards the major 
priority of the nation; Edward 
Kane, the President of DuPont 
and chairman of the National 
Advisory Council on 
Minorities in Engineering has 
announced that his company 
donated $3.3 million to the 
council alone. But the DuPont 
Co. is not working alone in 
finding jobs with the 
government. 
The National Association 
for the Advancement of 
Colored People has deserted 
the government and has 
already taken the initiative in 
mobilizing jobs for blacks in 
labor unions and the oil in- 
dustry. The NAACP has 
negotiated with members of 
the private sector for em- 
ployment programs 
(especially in the oil industry) 
focused on blacks and other 
minorities and aimed at 
training them for 
management and executive 
positions within the industry. 
The preceding evidence 
should suffice to "convince 
(one) that when the in- 
tellectual history of our times 
is written, the idea of race, 
both the popular and the 
taxonomic, will be viewed for 
what it is: a confused and 
dangerous idea of a 
thoroughly exploitative period 
in the development of Western 
Man." as Henry Adams 
stated. 
Race is a criterion in the 
employment sector,   in  ad: 
missions to colleges and 
medical schools, in obtaining 
housing, and even in the hiring 
of professors (remember, 
Virginia is still in a battle with 
the powerful Department of 
Health, Education and 
Welfare). 
The professor's skin color 
is of social importance and is 
socially applicable to the 
black's struggle to bring 
himself into the mainstream 
of American life, henceforth - 
relevance! 
That the professor's skin 
color has nothing to do with 
the process of learning 
(education) is absurd. The 
statement implies general 
lack of knowledge and it is 
prejudicial. That is, the 
statement was formed 
beforehand without 
examination of the facts. 
A professor (one who 
inspires) is a valuable in- 
dividual to society because 
he or she is a transmitter of 
civilization. Ashley Montagu 
has said, "in teaching, it is the 
method (the procedures and 
techniques used by the 
professor) and not the content 
that is the message..the 
drawing out, not the pumping 
in." 
In other words, the 
message or covert meaning of 
teaching is the method or the 
system of acting in which a 
professor recalls emotion and 
reactions   from   past   ex- 
BTience and utilizes them in 
s or her profession. The 
significance of one's at- 
tempted  major  is   not  the 
(Continued on Page 7) 
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Andrew Young is the black man's burden 
By BILL BORGES 
Andrew Young is a most 
engaging character, one who 
seems to be haunted by a 
proclivity for putting both feet 
in his mouth at the same time. 
As Carter's first black high- 
level appointment (United 
Nations ambassador) Young 
has proved to be a political 
embarassment, both to the 
President and to the nation as 
a whole. To make matters 
worse, Young is an am- 
bassador to a morally inert 
organization which caters to 
those powers that practice 
most diligently the repression 
of human freedom. 
While at his job at the U.N., 
Andrew Young sometimes 
supposes himself to be the 
representative of the black 
American community. He is 
not. Daniel Patrick Moynihan 
was not a representative of 
the Irish community when he 
served in the United Nations. 
But Andrew Young con- 
tinues to alienate and an- 
tagonize the very people he is 
to represent by speaking out 
in such an irrational and 
maladroit manner. Young 
toured Africa giving the 
"Black Power* salute, 
identifying himself with a 
relatively small segment of 
American blacks. About as 
many American blacks give 
the "Black Power" salute as 
sing in minstrel shows. 
Also, Andy is never short on 
advice 6r lacking in oratory 
persuasion. Consider, if you 
will, these rhetorical gems: 
"I believe in neocolonialism 
when it's moving in the right 
direction," or how about the 
time he explained his charge 
that former presidents Nixon 
and Ford were racists: "They 
were racists not in the 
aggressive sense but in that 
they had no understanding of 
the problems of colored 
peoples anywhere...." 
I suppose that my not fully 
understanding the problems 
of Jewish people makes me an 
anti-Semite! 
Young is rather naive if he 
believes that stabilization is 
what happens when Cuban- 
dominated troops enter a 
territory, as in Angola. 
This could only be true in 
the sense in which one can say 
that the Nazis stabilized the 
Sudetenland in 1938, and the 
KuKlux Klan stabilized the 
south after the Civil War. 
It would seem that ab- 
solutely no question is beyond 
Young's ken. He assaults 
them all by summoning up 
some clever pla titud e  only to 
lose it in a morass of utterly 
meaningless elaboration or to 
have it trampled by his own 
contradiction. 
At least his arrogance is 
understandable enough. 
During all those years of 
fighting the smith's Jim Crow 
laws, Andy was in a morally 
unassailable position. He was 
politically and socially attune 
to the  times. 
But now he is completely 
out of synchronization, flailing 
away at imagined inequities 
and social injustices. It is 
unfortunate that these earlier 
experiences do not necessarily 
build character, and when 
Andy entered national 
politics in the 1970s the moral 
questions became more 
complicated. 
Moreover, with the collapse 
of Jim Crow, the black man's 
problems    became    more 
subtle, harder to define and 
perhaps more intractable. 
Young's incessant harping 
on "racism" is simply 
irrelevent to the con- 
temporary civil rights 
movement The black man of 
today does not need the 
moralistic harrangues and 
inducements to self-pity. 
Today blacks need iob- 
training, an expanding 
economy and as few 
regulations barring individual 
industry as possible. The 
inner city (where black 
population is the heaviest) 
must be able to offer viable 
opportunities, both social and 
economical. Crime must be 
controlled and order restored. 
For today's civil rights 
movement, Andy Young is as 
obsolete as Marcus Garvey 
and Father Divine. 
(Continued on Page H) 
Peruvian Letters: 
'He's become master of the blur and breeze9 
By  DEAN  C.  HONEYCUTT 
Dr. Henrico Balboa 
Director, Student Foreign 
Exchange. Program 
Lima, Peru 
Dear Henri, 
Greetings and many thanks 
for the CARE package. In 
keeping with our agreement, 
I, Eureka, on behalf of myself 
and my colleague, Ukase, 
send this letter informing you 
of our present state of affairs 
as foreign students at James 
Madison University. 
As you must well know, 
assimilation  into   American 
society is no simple matter. 
With all due respect, sir, it is 
as complicated as Peruvian 
politics. As for the university, 
its eccentricities would make 
your grandmother's peculiar 
concern   with   three   meter 
tortillas seem quite natural. 
If is were not  for the en- 
chiladas  you   so  graciously 
sent, poor Ukase would surely 
be insane by now. 
When Ukase first came 
here, little more than a week 
ago, he was overwhelmed by 
almost every a'pect of the 
college lifestyle. He has been 
suffering from culture shock 
since the day of his arrival, 
when he was struck on the 
back of his head by a 
flourescent frisbee which, as I 
understand it, is a relatively 
harmless device meant to 
instruct students on the 
principles of aero-dynamics 
while also serving a 
recreational purpose. In- 
teresting things, frisbees. 
I worry about Ukase. He 
will not eat his eggs and is 
extremely distrustful of 
American food, particularly 
the waffles which they serve 
on Thursday mornings. 
These, by the way, are very 
much like tortillas, except 
they are square and tasteless. 
Your grandmother would be 
elated over this innovation. 
At any rate, or should I say 
a slow one. Ukase is rising to 
the occasion. Confusion 
reigns, however, and I dare 
say it interferes with the 
steady progress of his 
assimilation. 
Being an artist (he has 
enclosed the illustrations for 
m* 
your benefit), he is vigorously 
pursuing a degree in that 
discipline. It seems that he 
has already met with a few 
disappointments, not the least 
of which is his brush's 
inability to match the fast 
pace of college life. Nothing 
stays in one place for very 
long, including flowers and 
the Department of Com- 
munication Arts. Ukase has 
become a master of the blur 
and the breeze. 
On his first day of art ap- 
preciation class, Ukase asked 
his professor for a definition of 
art. Such a simple request 
required a simple answer. 
The professor said art was 
order. She then proceeded to 
flash color slides of the works 
of Wassily Kandinsky and 
Jackson Pollock on a screen 
before the class. Ukase lost 
his mind, and taking his 
confusion to the professor's 
office that afternoon, he found 
that it, too, lent no creedence 
to her claim that art was 
order. The Art Department 
was, to Ukase, the most 
d isorga nized shambles to ever 
make such an outlandish 
claim. 
It is true. Life in America 
is filled with contradictions. I 
tried to console my poor 
colleague with my ob- 
servation that nearly all of- 
fices at the university are 
governed by a certain 
craziness, and to discover that 
a desk lies beneath all that 
paper could come as quite a 
shock. "To find your 
professor was an art in itself,'' 
1 explained. 
"Art is insanity!" poor 
Ukase cried, whereupon he 
took up his paints and threw 
them , with great haste and 
abandon, at the walls of our 
room. The final effect was 
rather striking, yes, absolutely 
stunning to be precise, as was 
the groundkeeper's 
assessment of the damages. 
Which brings me, dear sir, 
to ask a troublesome question. 
Would you be so kind as to 
forward 600 pesos to cover the 
cost of my colleague's con- 
fusion? 
For now, goodbye.   I shall 
write  again  when  the   op- 
portunity presents itself. 
Yours Very Truly, 
Eureka ) 
(above)--JMU breakfast:      waffles and sausage 
Fig.   2 (below)-Diagram   of a   Frisbee: America's   most 
capricious weapon, and an aid in the study of aerodynamics. 
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Campus values fragmented, all but impotent 
To the editor: 
At the moment, campus 
values are fragmented and 
all but impotent. 
Student rules and 
regulations have been 
reduced to a minimum; 
student services have been 
multiplied many times over; 
and the student's formal role 
in college decision-making 
has been established. 
Most colleges are like 
parents experiencing a 
change in roles. And it seems 
that administrators and 
faculty have both enjoyed and 
resented the student's 
growing independence. 
They have been puzzled as 
they witnessed strident claims 
for autonomy followed almost 
immediately by equally 
strident demands for more 
and more supportive services. 
Colleges have dropped with 
a sigh of relief outmoded 
regulations on dress and 
chapel attendance, while 
watching-with genuine ap 
prehension-the demise of 
honor systems smothered by a 
cancerous growth of 
privatism and com- 
petitiveness. In effect, most 
colleges have given up 
moralism without having any 
compelling morality to offer 
in its place. 
New values have emerged- 
autonomy and - personal 
freedom. Old values- 
responsibility, community, 
integrity -have declined. 
The decline of honor codes 
and systems over the past 
fifteen years is a serious 
dilemma. Therefore, we need 
to analyze several elements 
that are crucial to an honor 
system and need to be brought 
to everyone's attention. 
First is a belief in the basic 
integrity of students: "The 
student will not cheat when 
the conditions make him the 
responsible person." Sadly, 
we really do not believe that 
anymore. 
Next is an acceptance of 
responsibility for one's own 
actions. Even a former 
President of the United States 
continues to blame everybody 
else for his transgressions, 
which he says, "history will 
put into perspective." 
The third element concerns 
responsibility for others, but 
today's students view con- 
science as an utterly private 
matter. 
The fourth element is an 
attitude toward learning that 
places the assimilation of 
knowledge above the drive for 
grades, credits and the degree 
for the degree's sake. Explain 
that attitude to the con- 
temporary student who wants 
to get into medical school! 
Finally, the honor code, or 
the concept of an honor code, 
has to be transmitted chiefly 
by personal means from one 
student generation to the next. 
Neither the faculty nor the 
written statement is as im- 
portant as what the senior 
tells the freshman. And what 
do you think the senior is 
telling the freshman these 
days? 
Today's students have 
chosen the rewards of 
privatism, self-fulfillment, 
personal gratification and 
individualistic autonomy. 
Personal salvation has the 
mightiest, holiest role of ail; 
the beat that Roes.. 
ME ..ME...ME If students 
find weakness, they will take 
advantage of it. If students 
find strength, they will 
respect it. If students are 
allowed to slip by, they will 
do it every time. 
I hope that the honor 
system here at James 
Madison University will grow 
and be strengthened. In the 
effort to achieve a respected 
honor system, I hope that the 
elected leaders of our campus 
will perform as expected, or 
at least go down fighting. 
Mike DeWitt 
President,   Student   Govern- 
ment Association 
Negro history week 
activities planned 
"PIP WE ORDER k STO/E?' 
Circle K philosophy is service 
To the editor: 
From February 5-11, 
colleges and universities 
throughout North America 
will be celebrating Circle K 
Week. 
As we are in the midst of 
this event, I would like to 
satisfy many persons' 
curiosities and tell readers of 
The Breeze about Circle K at 
James Madison University 
and invite everyone to take 
part in one of our service 
projects. 
Circle K International is 
the largest collegiate service 
organization on our continent, 
with some 11,500 members in 
clubs on nearly 750 campuses. 
Circle K exists to provide 
meaningful services to people 
wherever our clubs are 
located, and to collectively 
reach out and meet the needs 
of persons everywhere. 
Our current international 
theme, ''Embrace 
Humanity," encourages 
Circle K'ers to take on many 
problems that confront us 
today, such as dwindling 
natural resources, loneliness, 
and increased need for public 
safety, health projects, and 
recognition of community 
volunteer leaders. 
At JMU. you may have 
heard of Circle K through our 
Haunted House to benefit the 
Multiple Sclerosis Society, 
which is held annually 'at 
Halloween,or our Mile of 
Pennies for the same charity. 
Perhaps you are familiar with 
. ■■' i 
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Key Clubs on the high school 
level who -like all Circle K 
clubs-are sponsored by 
Kiwanis Clubs. Keyettes are 
also associated with these 
groups. 
The 60 men and women of 
Circle K are also involved 
with regular activities at 
Camelot Hall Nursing home, 
the Salvation Army and the 
Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals. We take 
on short notice projects 
referred to us by other 
community service groups, 
such as moving furniture and 
belongings and cleaning house 
for low income and disabled 
persons. We stress variety to 
meet the needs of the com- 
munity and the interests of 
our members. 
In between service 
projects-which are fun in 
themselves-we have many 
get-togethers: parties, 
outings, dancing, rallies, 
conferences and con- 
ventions. They let our 
members get to know one 
another better, and also meet 
Circle K'ers from other 
schools. By sharing ideas and 
activities, we become aware 
of the impact that Circle K has 
as an organization, and have a 
good time while doing it. 
Circle K's philosophy is 
service. We try to make a 
dent in these self-centered 
times by doing things to help 
others, at the same time 
bettering ourselves with the 
learning of new skills, and the 
>  
gaining of a sense of ac- 
complishment. I want to 
invite all members of the JMU 
community to take advantage 
of one of our projects this 
week. 
From today until Thur- 
sday, we will be operating a 
free blood pressure clinic in 
the Warren Campus Center. 
Come by the first floor lobby 
10 a.m.-3 p.m. each day and 
have your blood pressure 
checked in minutes. 
You  can  find  out  more 
about Circle K, too. Celebrate 
Circle K Week with us! 
Chuck Berlin 
President, JMU Circle K 
To the editor: 
The Black Student Alliance 
will sponsor many interesting, 
informative, and varied ac- 
tivities during the week of 
Feb. 19-25 commemorating 
National Negro History Week 
In hopes of interesting the 
entire student body of James 
Madison University to par- 
ticipate in as many of these 
activities as possible, a list 
follows of what has been 
planned: 
Feb. 19-Chandler Hall 
Shenandoah Room--3:30 p.m. 
Rev. B.J. Williams-First 
Baptist Church of 
Harrisonburg, Va.-"The 
Black Church Today." Jackie 
Walker- historv dept. of 
JMU- 'What Happened to 
Roots?" Dr. Helen Swink- 
English ,dept. of JMU- 
"Negro in Literature." 
Brenda Carr-WMRA-Ebony 
in Perspective-"Interview 
with President Carrier"-9:00 
p.m. 
Feb. 21-Daphyne Saun- 
ders-Admissions Counselor at 
JMU-"Financial Aid and Job 
Opportunities for Minority 
Students" WCC Ballroom - 
7:00 p.m.-free. 
Feb. 22-"Mahogany"« 
Movie-Wilson Hall-$.75 with 
i.d.-7:30 and 9:30 p.m. 
^7acu//y forum series p/annecf 
The Breeze is planning to devote a portion of its 
editorial section to articles written by the James 
Madison University faculty and administration, as well 
as its "Guestspot" series for student commentaries. We 
welcome any contributioas that deal with a particular 
area of individual interest. 
We are asking that contributors submit articles 
adapted for a large reading audience which may not be 
familiar with the content. Please limit manuscript 
length to 1.500 words Each article submit led should be 
typed and double-spaced. All material ; subject to 
editing Authors will be notified if extensivt- editing is 
required 
Articles should be submitted to: Editorial editor. The 
Breeze. Department of Communication Arts. Wine- 
Price Building 
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Feb. 23-Nikki Giovanni- 
poet, writer, lecturer and 
recording artist-8:00 p.m.~ 
Wilson Hall-Reception af- 
terwards in Chandler Hall 
Shenandoah Room-free. 
Feb. 24-The Black Magic 
Theater Group-Wilson Hall- 
8:00 p.m.-free. 
Feb. 25-Block Show 
featuring the sororities of 
Delta Sigma Theta and Alpha 
Kappa Alpha-WCC Ballroom- 
- 2:00 p.m. 
Feb.      26~Concert-W.E 
Campher   Memorial   Mass 
Choir of Hagarstown,  Md. 
WCC Ballroom-3:30 p.m.- 
free. 
The Black Student Alliance 
encourages the university 
community at attend these 
functions. It will be well worth 
your time. 
Arlene V. Rucker 
Chairmen of the Publicity 
Committee, Black Student 
Alliance. 
JMU spirit 
not lacking 
To the editor: 
I would like to comment 
about the recent articles in The 
Breeze concerning the lack of 
spirit at the James Madison 
University basketball games. 
I attended the game against 
Roanoke College on Jan. 14 
and I must say that I was 
rather surprised. The spirit at 
the game was great and I 
thought the fans did an ex- 
cellent job of cheering on the 
Dukes. 
In particular, a special 
thanks should be given to the 
sorority of Alpha Gamma 
Delta and the fraternity of Pi 
Kappa Phi.' These two 
organizations set the pace for 
the crowd by cheering loudly 
and vocally for Madison. It is 
my hope that these two will 
continue to do the same. 
Thank, you. 
MikeDyre 
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James Madison University students never 
had it so good. Those who paid a dollar to see 
Crack the Sky in the Warren Campus Ballroom 
Thursday night probably got more for their 
money than at any other event on campus. 
Combining rock, jazz and classical in- 
fluences, Crack the Sky thrilled the standing - 
room-only crowd with innovative, original cuts 
from their three albums on Lifesong Records. 
Their music abounded with unusual time 
signatures and intricate multi-movement 
arrangements, and the crowd was clearly 
disappointed when the ballroom lights were 
turned on after only one encore. 
The band evolved in 1975 as a "natural 
musical progression" for guitarists Rick 
Witkowski and Jim Griffiths, bassist Joe 
Macre, drummer Joey D'Amico and lead 
singer John Palumbo, all hailing from 
Steubenville in the Ohio River Valley. 
Palumbo was subsequently replaced by 
current singer Gary Lee Chappell, another 
Steibenvi lie refugee, who gave up his job as an 
FM radio disc jockey to join the band. 
Multi-keyboardist Vince DePaul from 
Pittsburgh was discovered doing club work, 
and joined the band last May. 
"Hello boys and girls." announced  lead 
Book review: 
vocalist Chappell, as the lig ts dimmed and 
the band opened their hour-and-a-half long set 
with "Hold On" and "Mind Baby," two 
rockers from their first album, titled simply 
"Crack the Sky." 
The pace remained frenetic with "Give 
Myself to You" featuring an exceptional 
double-lead guitar solo by Griffiths and 
Witkowski. 
Next was "Nuclear Apathy" from their 
most recent album "Safety in Numbers." The 
song began as an acoustic number, then shifted 
through several varying moods, while 
featuring drummer D'Amico, clad in red 
pajamas and carrying a teddy bear, on lead 
vocals. 
"Maybe I Can Fool Everybody," from their 
second album "Animal Notes," began as a 
stately waltz and evolved into a free-form jam. 
The music suddenly stopped in the middle of 
the jam, so Chappell could inform the audience 
that "the one place I hate to have perspiration 
is under my arms." I wish I had said it first. 
Other songs performed included "Ice," 
"She's a Dancer," "Surf City" (no similarity 
to Jan and Dean's), and "Long Sleep" from 
their first album and "Lighten Up McGraw" 
from their third disc. 
(Continued   on    Page 19) JOE MACRE, bassist for Crack the Sky, sings back-up vocals 
during the band's appearance Thursday in the WCC ballroom. 
Photo by Al Wlltotr 
New life comes to the haunted house story 
By PIERCE ASKEC.REN 
Both of Stephen King's 
previous novels have been 
careful, detailed, logical 
approaches to traditional 
themes. "Carrie" is about 
poltergeist activity and 
"Salem's Lot" deals with 
vampires. In "The Shining," 
King continues this technique, 
breathing new life into the 
haunted house story. 
As with the other two 
books. "The Shining" relies on 
a meticulously realized set- 
ting. The Overlook is a hotel 
perched high in the Colorado 
mountains, a luxury resort 
that has endured and provoked 
seventy years of horror. It has 
served as both playground 
and killing place for the 
Mafia. Lonely wives have 
gone there to escape their 
husbands artf ultimately 
their lives. Murdei and 
suicide are regular guests in 
the  Overlook. 
The novel concentrates on 
Jack Torrance, his wife, 
Wendy, and their five-year old 
son, Danny. Torrance is the 
new winter caretaker, who 
must stay alone with his 
family in the Overlook from 
September to May, the 
months when the mountain 
hotel is totally snowbound. 
The previous caretaker went 
berserk and murdered his 
wife and daughters before 
committing suicide, 
presumably under the malign 
influence of the Overlook. 
For Jack Torrance, the 
position is a last chance at 
redeeming his scandal- 
scarred career For Danny, 
It is a cataclysmic nightmare 
The boy is gifted with second 
sight, the "shining,' and is 
vulnerable to the psychic 
menace.   His power is great 
enough' to give life to the 
spirits that haunt the hotel, 
releasing them to wreak 
havoc. 
Alone in the isolated 
Overlook, the Torrance family 
must try to survive as they are 
beset with apparitions from 
the dead past. King in- 
troduces each new menace 
carefully and with great 
precision. Each event is 
described in detail, never 
falling back on terms such as 
"fearsome" or "terrifying." 
The suspense often arises 
from innocuous items in 
unexpected settings. 
Descriptions are detailed 
but brief, not overburdened 
with adjectives. 
King uses a variety of 
techniques to characterize the 
Torrances, depending 
primarily on their dialogue 
and actions. In addition, he 
often   quotes   their thoughts 
verbatim, using several 
typefaces for impact The 
reader is drawn into deep 
sympathy with Jack 
Torrance, then must watch in 
horror as his mind gradually 
decays. 
The most successful 
element of "The Shining" is 
the gradual, almost cinematic 
pacing. Isolated events, 
separated by pages or 
chapters, build slowly upon 
each other. The thread of 
narrative gradually becomes 
a cable that holds the reader's 
attention, until it becomes 
difficult to stop reading. 
It is doubtful that anyone 
could quit during the 
apocalyptic climax; the 
reader is trapped on a 
rollercoaster of fear, 
terrifying to ride but im- 
possible to leave. the 
Overlook becomes a bedlam 
of sights, sounds and mental 
impressions that have an 
almost overpowering impact. 
Some incidents are never 
fully explained, such as the 
"Things" lurking in the 
playground-huge, animal 
shaped hedges that live and 
move when one's back is 
turned. The added element of 
mystery only increases the 
suspense. 
"The Shining" may well 
be the best novel King ever 
writes. Certainly it is vastly 
superior to "Carrie," and, at 
the very least, on a level with 
"Salem's Lot." 
At a time when novels 
about the supernatural glut 
the market, it is a genuine 
pleasure to see an author take 
a timeworn idea and make 
a new thing of it. 
"The Shining" is, quite 
simply, a masterpiece of 
horror. 
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New alumni magazine replaces newsletter 
By LYNDA EDWARDS 
Montpelier, published by 
the Division of University 
Relations, is James Madison 
University's new alumni 
magazine. Montpelier 
replaces Madisonian which 
was printed in a "modified 
newsletter form," according 
to the alumni services 
director. 
"We wanted to upgrade it, 
make it more attractive, more 
professional," Ben Hancock 
said. 
The magazine is sent free 
to    approximately    17,000 
fieople including alumni, 
riends of JMU and all faculty 
members. It will come out 
quarterly-in late January, 
March, June and September. 
Montpelier probably has 
less information in it than the 
Madisonian, but the quality is 
better," Hancock explained. 
"There are articles with in- 
formation that anyone would 
be interested in, not just 
alumni." 
The first issue had articles 
about JMU physics professors 
looking   for   a   new   energy 
source, President Ronald 
Carrier's progress report, and 
a Washington, D.C. exhibit 
about James and Dolley 
Madison. (Montpelier is the 
name of Madison's home.) 
"No one person works full 
time en Montpelier," Hancock 
said. "Faculty members 
contributed the articles about 
Isaac Asimov. We also use 
information from news 
releases, The Breeze, Daily 
News-Record and the JMU 
News," 
"Everyone who attends 
Madison, even for a semester, 
is automatically an alumni 
association member," ac- 
cording to Hancock. "We 
have quite an elaborate 
record-Keeping system to 
keep in touch with them. For 
most, this magazine is the 
only lifeline they have with a 
place where four years of 
their life was spent." 
"For most people, college 
isn't a part-time thing like 
high school, "he noted. "You 
study, sleep and eat-here 24 
hours a day. Good or bad, 
college   has   an   enormous 
impact on you because of its 
intensity. That's why alumni 
want to maintain some kind of 
contact." 
"Montpelier helps create 
support for the university but 
not as a fund-raising thing," 
Hancock said. "We do want to 
present a good image to 
alumni because there are so 
many ways they can help 
Madison. For example, they 
can give us their time or write 
letters to their congressmen 
about education legislation." 
Alumni contributions can 
be unrestricted or restricted 
to a specific area like library 
improvements. The Alumni 
Annual Fund received $30,000 
last year. 
"When you compare that to 
the hundreds of thousands of 
dollars some schools receive 
that may not seem like a lot," 
Hancock said. "But there are 
many reasons for that. 
Madison is smaller than most 
of these  schools  with  huge 
alumni   funds.       But   also, 
Madison   was   a   womens' 
college   for   a   long     time- 
Traditionally,   women   made 
less money than men." 
"We were also a teachers' 
college for many years," 
Hancock said. "Teachers 
tend to be paid smaller 
salaries than other 
professions.     If one  of our 
alumni is making $8,000 an- 
nually, she can't afford to 
contribute $10,000." 
Alumni contributions may 
increase in the next few years 
because "we have more 
alumni in law and medical sc- 
hools than before," Hancock 
said. "But you build a fund 
gradually. You don't go to 
$100,000 overnight." 
Pizzas finance students 
UPPER ARLINGTON, 
Ohio (AP)- Order a pizza for 
delivery next month and help 
a teen-ager see the world. 
A chapter of the American 
Field Service said Saturday it 
will take orders until Feb. 18 
forll-inch pizzas $4 per pizza 
or three for $11 to help finance 
a visit next year by a high 
school exchange student. 
The pizza sale is the only 
fund-raising effort the group 
plans. The exchange student 
will attend Upper Arlington 
High School in the Columbus, 
Ohio, suburb. 
7Jfc %o?)y sjfop 
66 C.   Jltar&ei S/. 
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TIME TO FOCUS ON ACADEMICS 
Educational Skills Development Lab OFFERS AID IN: 
Taking Lecture Notes     Memorizing   Budgeting Time 
Preparing and Taking Exams Understanding Textbooks 
? Concentrating Also additional help in almost all 
subject areas, and programs for improving basic 
$ academic skills       NEW STUDY   SKILLS GROUPS 
TO BEGIN SOON    For more information, call 6552, or 
£top by the Educational Skills Development Lab, 2ndfloon] 
Alumnae.   Lab is open from 9-5 daily. Additional help   5 
from l-3pm daily.    A service of the Counseling   and 
Student Development Center. 
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Darryl Rhoades  & The Hahavishnu 
Orchestra 
returns to The Elbow Room 
?  Tuesday night 
|    Feb. 7 
5     two shows 
9:00 & 11:30 
- 
? Advance Ticket! 
&       , 
At Door 
$3 00 
Straight from the 
Cellar Door 
in Georgetown 
Back up 
band: 
Skip 
Castro 
Band 
IMPORT© CAR & TRUCK PARTS 
"V««r Import fartt H—dquortmn 
In  Tht Valliy" 
SPKUUZIN6 
IN 
PARTS I ACCESSORIES 
RK ALL 
IMPOITED CAB 
4TN0Q 
lap«M Carted 
Special Discounts for Students Showing ID Cards 
883 Chicago Ave. 
HAM wo Haunt 
'9AP   C.i:<)iv 
433-2534 
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VCU sell-out is third in history 
ELIZABETH, formerly of Hair Power, | 
is still cutting hair in Harrisonburg. | 
j Same phone number different I 
I location. Call to find out where. 
I 433-5533 
By KAREN HOBBS 
The sell-out basketball 
game against Virginia 
Commonwealth University 
Jan. 28 is one of only three 
sell-outs here since the 
basketball program began in 
1972, according to athletic 
officials. 
By 8:20 p.m. Jan. 28, Sin- 
clair Gymnasium in Godwin 
Hall was full, 'according to 
Jack Arbogast, manager of 
athletic and recreational 
facilities. There were no 
available seats or standing 
room which did not block 
doors or break fire 
regulations. Consequently, "a 
number" of students were 
turned away. 
"It's hard to say before a 
season begins which games 
will close out," Arbogast said. 
Attendance depends on many 
factors, including how the 
home team ranks, general 
attitudes among students, the 
$1.00 off! 
Buy any large pizza and save $1! 
Bring this coupon with you to Pizza Hut" and 
save $1.00 on any large pizza in the place! 
Mouthwatering Thick 'n Chewy pizza or 
delicious Thin n Crispy" pizza, plus any or all 
of your favorite toppings. 
Let yourself go to these Pino Hul' restaurants: 
2485   S. Main 
78 S. Carlton 
One coupon per pizza please Oder valid with this coupon 
on regular menu prices only through       O   O 1   70 
Nol valid on any other promotional offer * " * I • / O 
1978  Pizza Hut  In.: 
Htot 
cash value l/?OC 
number of students going 
home'for a given weekend, 
personal schedules and how 
students feel about the rival 
team, he said. 
Students are generally 
more interested in in-state 
opponents than others, Ar- 
bogast said. The other two 
sell-out games were in 1976- 
one against Old Dominion 
University and the other 
against Randolph-Macon 
College, in-state schools which 
students know. 
"It's unfortunate for our 
students that we can't seat 
more," Arbogast said. Even 
so, he added, James Madison 
University "probably" allows 
students more seating than 
most universities 
According to a 1973 athletic 
committee decision, half, or 
2,288 of Godwin Hall's total 
seats are reserved for 
students and the remaining 
half for the general public. 
On occasion, Arbogast said, 
overflow students are allowed 
seating with the general 
public if general tickets are 
unsold by game time. 
All seats were sold for the 
VCU game, however, and, 
students were turned away. 
Portable seats were used, but 
some students still could not 
get in. 
Arbogast also predicts 
another sell-out in the game 
against Old Dominion 
University tomorrow. 
English   prof,  to deliver paper 
Dr. Joan Frederick, 
assitant professor of English, 
has been invited to deliver a 
paper at a meeting of the 
Missouri Philological Society 
to be held in Rolla, Missouri, 
on Feb. 17 and 18. . 
The title of her paper is 
"Feet of Clay: Authority 
Figures in Melville's Early 
Fiction." 
Professors affect eternity 
(Continued from Page 2) 
literary or artistic work 
because a mere machine can 
present and repeat the 
subject matter to a student, 
"the drawing out, not the 
pumping in." 
Of course race plays an 
important part in the 
utilization of one's past ex- 
periences; therefore race 
does affect the process of 
education. 
Finally, the statement that 
"people are really narrow- 
minded at JMU" is a fact 
because it is something known 
with certainty. I am not 
narrow-minded, and I do not 
consider everyone who • at- 
tends this university to be 
narrow-minded. But I do 
know with certainty that a 
number of persons or mem- 
bers of the university's 
community are prejudiced or 
lack breath of view. 
Wvegof 
what you want. 
Will You Be The First 
To Give Her Diamonds For Valentine's Day? 
For just $19.95 you can give her 
all of the joy and excitement a first 
diamond ring can bring this Valentine's Day. 
An elegant token of love, a promise of 
things to come. It's especially designed 
with someone like her in mind. 
We invite you to use our charge plan, 
major credit cards or layaway. 
STUDENT CHARGE 
ACCOUNTS WELCOME 
28 South Main 
Open Nightly Til 9 
Except Saturdays 
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———      Announcements 
Historical society Bus trip to game Math fraternity 
Youth program KaPPa De,ta Pi 
Wayland Historical Society 
will meet Feb. 8 at 6:30 p.m. in 
Jackson 1 B. AH members 
please attend. 
Dance performance 
There will be a dance 
performance by Judith Moss 
Feb. Sat 7:30 p.m. in Godwin 
355. Admission is free. 
Blood pressure 
Have your blood pressure 
checked at the Circle K 
hypertension clinic Feb. 7-9, 
10a.m. to 3 p.m. in the campus 
center lobby. The clinic is 
free. 
Job seminar 
A job search seminar for 
seniors, "Organizing a Job 
Campaign," will be held Feb. 
7 at 6 p.m. in room A of the 
campus center. Come by the 
Placement Office to sign up. 
Basketball seats 
A capacity crowd is ex- 
pected for the Old Dominion 
basketball games scheduled 
for Godwin Hall Feb. 8. The 
Duchesses will play at 5:45 
p.m. and the Dukes at 8 p.m. 
JMU students will be ad- 
mitted with a current valid 
i.d. card en a first-come, 
first-serve bar-is. Ticket gates 
will open at 5 ;.m. 
Seating i capacity, 
safety regulations and pre- 
sale of tickets will determine 
the maximum number of 
students admitted to the 
game. 
The Dukes game will be 
televised locally by WVPT- 
TV, Channel 7. 
The Alumni Association is 
sponsoring a bus trip to the 
JMU- William & Mary 
basketball game Feb. 11. for 
all interested alumni and 
friends of the University. 
The bus will leave at 2 p.m. 
and will return late that night. 
The trip will cost $5 per 
person. Tickets for the game 
will be available at an alumni 
reception prior to the game in 
Williamsburg. 
For more information and 
reservations contact the 
alumni office at 433-«234. 
Walk for rushes 
Panhellenic   Council   will 
hold walk for   rushes on the 
astroturf    at    5:30    p.m.. 
Tuesday. / 
Winter camping 
The Outing Club is spon- 
soring a program on winter 
camping Feb. 9 at 7 p.m. in 
Moody's •Blackwell 
Auditorium. The speaker will 
be Larry Davis from Geneva 
Spur, a local outing shop. All 
interested persons areinvited 
to attend. 
B.I.O. speaker 
The Biological Interest 
Organization will meet Feb. 
8 at 7 p.m. in room B of the 
campus center. The speaker 
will be Thomas Ewert, 
director of U.Va.'s Blandy 
Experimental Farm. A short 
business meeting will follow. 
Pi Mu Epsilon, national 
mathematics honor frater- 
nity, is electing new mem- 
bers. If you are a math major 
or minor and believe you meet 
the qualifications for the 
society, please contact Bill 
Grubbs, Box 1544, or Dr. 
Auston of the math depart 
ment by Feb. 11. 
Lenten retreat 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
is sponsoring a LentenRetreat 
from Feb. 10-12. The cost is 
$7. The retreat is open to all 
students. For more in- 
formation or an application, 
contact Karen at P.O. Bex 
3125. 
Psi Chi interviews 
Psi Chi, the national honor 
society for psychology majors 
and minors, will hold in- 
terviews for prospective 
members Feb. 7 at 7 p.m. in 
room C of the campus center. 
Anyone having an overall 
GPA of 3.00 and a psychology 
GPA of 3.25 is encouraged to 
attend. Transcripts are 
required and should be ob- 
tained from the records office 
prior to the interview. Psi Chi 
members are encouraged to 
participate. 
• 
Ash Wednesday 
There will be an Ash 
Wednesday Mass on Feb. 8 at 
7 p.m. in Godwin in rooms 342, 
343, and 344. 
The SGA has started a 
program where un- 
derpriviledged youth in the 
area can receive free ad- 
mission to campus activities. 
Students participating in 
youth-related organizations 
are eligible to participate in 
the program. For in- 
formation, contact Mike 
DeWitt at Box M-41 or call 
6376. Please inquire about the 
program 24 hours in advance 
of the campus activity which 
you plan to attend. 
Any student with a 3.0 
cumulative average who has 
taken, or is presently taking, 
12 hours of education courses 
(including PSYC 233-234, 
Health 370, etc. > is eligible to 
become a member of JMU's 
Honor Society in Education, 
Kappa Delta Pi. 
A meeting for prospective 
members will be held Feb.9 at 
6 p.m. in Blackwell 
Auditorium, If you are in- 
terested in membership, but 
cannot attend the meeting, 
please notify Judy Stowe, Box 
3396. 
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MARTIN BALSAM - BEAU BRIDGES • MARILYN HASSETT 
DAVID JANSSEN • JACK KLUGMAN • WALTER PIOGEON 
6ENA ROWLANDS       BROCK ptrtHSDAvm GROH-ANTHOMI1 DAWIS-JOE KAPP 
A FILMWAYS PRODUCTION/A LARRY PEERCF  EDWAR0 S-EELDMAN FILM 
Screenplay by EDWARD HUME • BasedonihenovelbyGEORGELaFOUNTAiNE 
Music by CHARLES FOX • Directed by LARRY PEERCE • Produced by EDWARD S FELDM AN 
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR1 • PANAVISI0W PfTW 
WILSON HALL ?:» a lotoo >... 
T«. M. 7 *J5 */|.p. 
THE EFFECT UPON THE AUDIENCE IS DEVASTATING 
WILSON HALL 
Fri.  Feb.   17    8PM 
JMU/ID    Reserved Tickets $3*00 
Public Reserved Tickets $fc.00 
Locations»  UPB Box Office, 
The Muse,  Mason's,  Blue Mt 
Records 
Tickets on sale Feb.l   HAM-^PM 
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Tailgating legal in Va. 
RICHMOND <AP)-For years, police throughout 
Virginia have been ticketing motorists for following the 
car ahead too closely. 
These same motorists have been assessed points 
under the state's driver point system. 
Now it turns out that tail gating, while an obviously 
unsafe practice, has never been against the law in 
Virginia. 
A bill passed unanimously Thursday by the state 
Senate' would correct the oversight and make it a 
traffic infraction. 
It's now up to the   House to concur. 
To confiscate or not? 
RICHMOND (AP)--A bill was reported out of com 
mittee for Senate floor action Thursday which would 
prevent confiscation of "fuzz busters" in Virginia. 
Fuzz busters is the common term for radar detection 
devices used by motorists to avoid being caught in a 
police radar trap. 
They intercept the beam sent out by the radar and set 
off a warning buzzer in the automobile or truck cab. 
An identical bill was passed by the General Assembly 
a year ago but vetoed by former Gov. Mills Godwin on 
grounds that the threat of confiscation promotes high- 
way safety. 
Virginia is only one of a relatively few states which 
prohibits the use of fuzz busters. 
Critics of the confiscation law contend it is unfair to 
pose this Jhreat against out of state motorists who use 
the devices legally elsewhere. 
'Short People9 answered 
HOLLYWOOD (AP)-Singer Steve Lawrence and 
comedian Tim Conway have come up with a song en- 
titled "Tall People," a riposte to Randy Newman's best 
selling   "Short People." 
A sampling of the lyrics: 
"They got giant ears and bill board faces, elephant 
teeth with great big spaces; hockey stick legs without 
any hair, they got skinny little butts hanging in the 
air They got one big girl that they pass around. They sit 
and mope when she/s out of town..." 
And the chorus-y'Don't want no tall people, no 
basketball people, huYray for short people down here." 
Conway.. a regular on Carol Burnett's weekly CBS 
comedy hour, said Friday that the whole song was 
written on the spur of the moment. 
Rowing to Australia 
SAN DIEGOC AP)- Pat Satterlee thinks he has a new 
way to quit smoking-get in a row boat, aim it toward 
Austraiha, start rowing and don't take alone anv 
cigarettes. B      J 
Satterlee figures the 7,000 mile pull should take eight 
to 12 months non-stop. He's spending the time before this 
planned March 31 departure testing his borrowed boat 
Now that I know I have the right boat," the 26-year- 
old San Diego adventurer said Friday, "I know I can 
make it." 
He will attempt the grueling trip in the 35-foot 
Britannia II, no stranger to trans ocean crossings. The 
boat carried British sailors John Fairfax and Sylvia 
Cook to Australia in 1971 in a year-long voyage. 
Mandel lawsuit 
Ma2^ Maryland's suspended governor, says she 
wishes her law suit demanding more than $39,000 in back 
alimony could be settled out of court 
The suit seeks the money from the suspended 
governor and Irvin Kovens, his longtime friend and 
codefendant on mail fraud and racketeering charges 
Both men are appealing their convictions. 
i just wish the governor and Mr. Kovens would sit 
down together and try to work this thing out," said 
Barbara Mandel. > 
Mandel who said he's living on    the savings of his 
second wife. Jeanne, said he has earned only $5,000 since 
£«££ theJ|overnorship on Oct. 7. He claimed he's 
».> *pWnJUM 'in •dept.vvVvV .y/v*y+*> > * M >»♦*.*»» 
THIS MINIATURE SNOWMAN was 
discovered after a recent snowfall added about 
two inches to this winter's snow accumulation. 
He did not quite measure up to previous 
elaborate snow sculptures, instead presenting 
a subdued charm. Phof0 ^ Bill i^yin 
$9,500 spent to combat snow 
(Continued from Page 1) 
"The men worked very, 
very hard. It was very tiring" 
he said. "I think they did a 
pretty good job with what they 
had to work with." 
The university's" heavy 
equipment includes a dump 
truck, a jeep and a pickup 
which use blades to push snow 
off the streets. The University 
also has three "hustlers"- 
smaller machines with blades 
which push snow off the 
sidewalks. A snow blower 
will soon be bought which can 
clear large drifts off the 
sidewalks, according to 
Wagner. 
James Madison University 
can not afford to buy any more 
heavy equipment because of 
the infrequency of heavy 
snowfalls here, said Wagner, 
who has not had to deal with a 
snowfall this bad since he 
started work here 11 years 
ago, _ Alter snow has ac- 
cumulated, it is first cleared 
from the streets in order to 
allow for safe passage of any 
emergency vehicles which 
may be needed. 
When the streets are 
cleared, most of the labor 
force is shifted to the more 
than eight miles of sidewalks, 
and then to the steps. 
The parking lots are 
cleared next. The ad- 
ministration and faculty lots 
are cleared first, and the 
student lots last. 
The big problem with 
clearing parking lots is that 
the parked cars get in the 
way, Wagner said. Next year 
it may be possible to move 
all the cars to the lot across 
interstate 81 in order to make 
it easier to clear the lots on 
campus. 
The lots have been cleared 
this year by pushing the snow 
into drifts which were hauled 
away by the rented equip- 
ment. These drifts trapped 
many vehicles in their spaces. 
To help offset this 
predicament, JMU's jeep and 
pickup truck went around 
pulling people's cars out of the 
drifts, Wagner said. 
The astroturf was, by 
necessity, one of the last 
concerns. Students packed- 
the snow on the astroturf by 
playing on it, which com- 
pounded the problem, Wagner 
said. Ice formed under the 
snow, which also makes it 
difficult to remove. 
The astroturf has now been 
plowed and hopefully the sun 
will melt the remaining ice. 
Wagner said. 
The bad weather has not 
stopped many teachers from 
making it to classes. Most 
departments contacted 
reported only a few teacher 
absences during the last few 
WCCKS. 
The basement of the 
Wampler building was flooded 
because of melting snow and 
had to be pumped out ov- 
vernight by custodians. 
Luckily, no roof problems 
have occurred yet, Wagner 
said. 
Handicap institute to be held 
An institute concerning due 
process confidentiality and 
non- discriminatory 
assessment lor handicapped 
children will be held at the 
Warren Campus Center Feb. 
10-11. 
The institute, which is 
sponsored by the School of 
Education and Child Study 
Center, will feature three 
sessions. Participants may 
attend one of the three 
sessions. 
The sessions are entitled, 
"Confidentiality-Freedom of 
Information; The Expert 
Witness, " "Current Issues in 
the Education of the Special 
Child" and "How to Develop 
lEP's From Assessment 
Data." 
The session on "Con- 
fidentiality-Fre«idom of In- 
formation; The Expert 
Witness" will feature 
psychiatrist Robert 
Showalter, M.D., arid Dr. Carl 
Swanson, coordinator of the 
counselor, education program 
here. 
Special   Child"   will   feature 
Jim Micklem, director of the 
Division of Special Education 
of the Commonwealth of 
Virginia; Dr. Alan Abeson, 
assistant executive director 
for evaluation, planning and 
development of the Council for 
Exceptional Children in 
Reston, Va.; and Dr. Hubert 
Vance, director of James 
Madison University's Child 
Study Center. 
The session on "How to 
Develop lEP's from 
Assessment Data" will 
feature Dr. Harold McGee, 
head of the department of 
psychology; Dr. Maynard 
Filter, head of the department 
of speech pathology and 
audiology; Dr. Louis Finkle, 
assistant professor of special 
education; Dr. Rena Lewis, 
assistant professor of special 
education; Dr. Shirley Merlin, 
director of the reading center 
and professor of education; 
and Judy Sorrell, a member of 
the faculty at Anthony-Seeger 
Campus School. 
At the opening of the in- 
stitute Feb. • 10, Dr. .Abeson . 
.- wltt'ttsVuss.4 tM.'-MMtfottl'. 
Impact of Litigation in Special 
Education -One Year After 
Public Law." 
The institute is scheduled to 
open at 7 p.m. on Feb. 10, and 
is designed for regular and 
special education teachers, 
supervisors of special 
education, school superin- 
tendents, counselors, social 
workers, psychologists, 
parents and those concerned 
with the rights of children and 
youth. 
Registration for the in- 
stitute is $7. 
Correction 
The commuter dining hall 
contract reported in the last 
issue of The Breeze to be 
available beginning next fall 
has not been officially ap- 
proved, according to the 
director of food services. The 
plan still exists only as a 
proposal, contingent upon 
student response and ad- 
i ministrati ve approve I, Robert 
.*Gritfih'.'saWVWe 'Breeze 
regrets the error. 
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'Educator of the Year' awards to be given 
James,.Madison Univer- 
sity's annual "Educator of the 
Year" awards will be 
presented Feb. 14. honoring 
two residents of the 
Shenandoah Valley for their 
contributions to education. 
In addition, a special third 
award will be presented this 
year. The awards are spon- 
sored by Greater Madison. 
Inc., a university support 
group 
Awards will be presented to 
a professional educator and to 
a   layman   for   continuing 
contributions to education 
Those involved with education 
at any level are eligible for the 
awards 
Recipients        of        the 
[irofessional educator and 
ayman awards must live in 
the Shenandoah Valley- 
defined as the area between 
Winchester and Roanoke. 
Winners will not be announced 
Crack the Sky thrills crowd 
•/ nf musical stvles. (Continued from Page 5) 
Especially moving was their only encore, an 
incredibly-fresh reproduction of the Beatles' 
classic "I Am the Walrus." 
Keyboardist DePaul, described by the band 
as "the winner of the Arnold Horshack 
look alike contest," turned in an especially 
spirited performance. Bouncing back and 
forth between two electric pianos, clavinet, 
two mini-moogs, and two mellotrons ("they've 
tot it all over the string ensemble," he opined) 
he proved himself totally at ease with a variety 
o y
"But I'm really into English rock. Crimson, 
that sort of thing. All of us are." he declared. 
DePaul said the group is currently playing 
smaller places as the feature act. They expect 
to be doing a tour with a major group soon, 
opening the show for "someone like Genesis." 
They have already done several dates with 
Supertramp. 
Remember that name. Crack the Sky. The 
next time you see them, you will be paying 
more than a buck. 
until the night of the program. 
The awards program will 
be held in Chandler Hall and 
begins at 7 p.m. Feb. 14. There 
will be a special performance 
at the program by members of 
the JMU theatre group which 
is just returning from a USO 
tour in Europe. 
Last year's winners of the 
Educator of the Year awards 
were Robert Saum, chairman 
oi the science department at 
Harrisonburg High School and 
Florence Schmidt Young, 
chairman of the Shenandoah 
County School Board. 
Winners in 1976 were Dr. W. 
W. Robinson, retired school 
superintendent of Shenandoah 
County schools and Dr. Harry 
Jopson, former school board 
chairman in Rockingham 
County. 
The winners in 1975 were 
Frederick County School 
Superintendent Melton Wright 
and the late Gordon Bowman, 
then Shenandoah County 
School Board chairman. 
In 1974, the awards were won 
by Dr. G. Tyler Miller, former 
president of Madison College, 
and Elon Rhodes, then 
chairman of the Harrisonburg 
School Board. 
Prior to 1974, awards were 
presented only to professional 
educators. The 1973 recipient 
was Dr. Forrest Racey, 
retired president of 
Shenandoah College- 
Conservatory of Music. 
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Md-a-Qolden Head Necklace 
for now and later gifts. Start with a beautiful 
centerpiece of one or more 14 karat gold bead* and 
chain - then on birthdays or anniversaries to come, 
add another bead until you have a complete necklace. 
Fourteen karat gold chai.i and ope gold bead 1 2.95 
Additional  fourteen karat gold  beads      $3.00   eacn 
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED 
Open 
Fri 
til 9 
16 South Main 
, .Harrtoonburg 
i Avoid Lines-Reserve Ski's in Advance * 
SKI RENTALS 
available $ 
at * 
alley Sports | 
Annex f 
124 8. Main St. * 
Complete line off Skit, Boon, * 
Wndhsjs, Ski Clothes and * 
Accessories * 
We sharpen and wax skis * 
Call 433-8185 * 
^VS^-^VN ^^^^^^^^%^^^^*^«^*^^^*^ 
Pepsi   16oz. 8 pk.  
Bud     12 pz. 6 pk  
Gallo--Pink Chablis 
-Hardy Burgundy 
Chenin Bain 
<s 
.$.99/plus deposit 
 1.59 
2.89 magnum 
Riunite Lambrusco 
Yukon   Drinks  
J/5 2.59 
 3 qts./l.OO 
.79 
 i .79 
Nabisco Chips Ahoy Choc. Chip cookies   13 oz. -88 
Look Fit Ice   1/2 gal.  
Sealtest Ice Cream Sandwiches 
j 
Soup Time Dry Soup Mixes- 
White Grapefruit. 
Florida Temple- 
A&P Hot or Mild Sausage 1 lb. pkg. 
A&P Franks   1 lb. pkg.«  
2/1.00 
5/1.00 
15/.99 
 .79 
.99 
PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SATURDAY FEB11th 
IN HARRISONBURG 
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRQRS 
■,:-.~.-+***±- >^A*i*««*wv KMAM .wW-tWv 
\ 
MUhNf Arco-Grocery     *£ 
Mtrt to eampts on Main St.   ufi Mikt 
• $r»tlil trigs *0 *irm kttr* 
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Young, black man's burden 
(Continued from Page 3) 
Andrew Young has led 
much of the civil rights 
movemer away from the real 
needs of the minority poor and 
toward the fanciful needs of 
the salon revolutionaries and 
the pseudo-intellectuals of the 
effete liberal establishment. 
Today the prospects of 
racial harmony are not very 
sunny. It is customary and 
socially approved to discuss 
matters of race in terms that 
are almost exclusively sub- 
jective, sentimental and 
excessive. 
Family Steak House 
1580 South Main *,*■ ~.-..-■-' ~. 
All We Serve Is 
USDA Choice Meat 
Cut Daily-Never Frozen 
Come By & Give Us A Try 
'We have a steak in your future' 
In Concert 
Oliver 
Singer, 
Composer, 
Guitarist 
'Gold records fo 
["Good Morning 
Starshine", 
& " Joan" 
Tuesday, 
Feb. 14 
S p.m. 
Chapel- 
Auditorium 
Eastern 
Mennonite 
College 
Advance tickets $2 students with I.D.T$2.50 all others - 
'on sale at Blue Mountain Records, Elkton Music Center, 
Bridgewater College Kline Campus Center, EMC student! 
center  lounge. Gen. adm. at the door...$3 
Liberals have little to say 
about race, conservatives 
have nothing to say abut race 
and individuals such as An- 
drew Young are held up as 
wise and essential. Attitudes 
such as these undoubtedly 
lead to racial animosity. 
What is even more 
troublesome is the acceptance 
of a quota system which allots 
just ten or eleven percent of 
this country's professional 
positions to the black 
population. 
This quota system will 
place blacks in an an- 
tagonistic stance toward the 
white majority. It will 
certify once and for all those 
two societies, "one white, one 
black-separate but 
unequal," which the Kerner 
Commission exposed in 1968. 
When it is established that 
government is to decide the 
extent ot a group s social 
participation, blacks will be in 
a perilous situation. 
They are currently the 
beneficiaries of moral fervor 
today-they could easily wind 
up its victims tomorrow. 
Ours is a turbulent society 
and the moral fervor of 
liberals is famous for its in- 
constancy. 
The spectacle of Andrew 
Young is one which is wrought 
with emotion. He, I believe, is 
sincere in his convictions, but 
unequivocally wrong in his 
methodology. 
During the heyday of the 
civil rights movement in the 
60 's, Andrew Young was once 
one of the most influential and 
respected blades in the 
country. Today he is the 
black man's burden. 
FIGHT CANCER 
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY 
WITH A 
CHECKUP 
AND A 
CHECK 
sDiume * DiNiciNft/ 
% Cwiet Cfnuuje] 
7-8*« 
iw thiduit twit 9MU 9D 
!29-33 S.Libert 
• -\ rob 
New York Style 
PIZZA 
I   '1.00 Off Any Plna Pie 
30' off Any Sab 
Titriay •• •» «Hh *••}•* 
SebtHz Bur M« •■ Tip 
(tfftr ltd tfcra Fab. MM 
J Su Tbirt Han 1* nMaiaht     77| E.tfarktt 
: Fri.-Stt. flan-Ian Fatf Carry Oft 
Double technical 
costly for Mocs 
By PAUL McFARLANE 
James Madison University 
utilized a five-point play 
midway through the second 
half of Saturday's basketball 
win over the University of 
Tennessee-Chattanooga to 
open up an 18-point lead en 
route to the Dukes' 78-72 over 
the Moccasins. 
UT-C coach Ron Shumate 
got hit with a double technical 
foul at 11:25 of the second half 
after arguing about a call that 
wasn't made, and JMU's 
Sherman Dillard, hit all but 
the Mocs' full-court press and 
handing out five assists. 
"Maturine sparked us in 
the first half and Cross helped 
us with his headv play in the 
second half," Campanelli 
said. "As I've said before, our 
bench has saved us time and 
time again. We don't have 
five starters, we have nine 
starters." 
It was the bench that 
negated an early UT-C lead in 
the first half. The Moccassins 
jumped out to a 12-4 lead five 
minutes into the half before 
one of the four resulting free      «>MU . li?d wthe,. 8arPe   on throws to put the Dukes ahead      Maturine s  baseline jumper 
by 16, 57-41. vL-^and Tyrone Shoulder's four 
Steve     Blackmon     then      free throws. 
scored on a rebound after the 
Dukes took the ball out of 
bounds following the free 
throws, and Dillard added a 
fast-break layup that widened 
the lead to 20 points when UT- 
C called time with 10:42 to 
play. 
"There was a foul at mid- 
court and it wasn't called," 
saidShumateof his objections 
which resulted in the 
technicals. "I was just. 
discussing the situation with 
him (the official)," he mused. 
Shumate spent a lot of time 
"discussing the situation" 
with the officials, a group he 
doesn't particularly care for. 
"I know you want me to say 
they were the cause (for the 
Mocs' loss)," said Shumate, 
"But they didn't beat us You 
know, I don't like officials 
anyway; I don't like any of 
'em. But they didn't beat us. 
"We never could slow it 
down," Shumate continued. 
"I thought our press was good 
at the end of the game and I 
thought we had them confused 
with our defenses. But 
Madison's got a good team 
and they did a good job." 
Following the time out,, the 
Moccasins chipped., away^ at 
the lead, cutting it to seven 
several times. 
"We blew them out too 
early," explained JMU coach 
Lou Campanelli. "They had 
too much time left to come 
back. When you play a team 
like Chattanooga that can 
score a lot of points, they can 
come back. 
"What we said at the 
timeout when it was 61-41, was 
'don't let up, don't lose that 
edge.' Frankly, when we were 
up by 20 I was surprised. 
They've got a good ball club." 
Campanelli gave much of 
the credit for the win to 
Gerard Maturine and Jeff 
Cross. In 12 minutes, 
Maturine hit three of four 
from the field for she points, 
Sabbed five rebounds and 
ocked two shots. For Cross, 
most of the 19 minutes he 
played were spent breaking 
Dunk banned 
If fans at Saturlay night's 
or Thursday night's Duke's 
basketba'l games were 
curious about the absence of 
dunks by the home team, 
coach Lou Campanelli has 
banned the flashy manuever 
from his teams repetoire. 
"There's no sense taking the 
chance unless we're 20 points 
up or 20 points down," 
Campanelli commented. 
The ban followed Sherman 
Dillard's missed dunk in the 
game against Virginia 
Commonwealth University, 
Jan.28, which the Duke's lost 
in overtime 60-59. 
The game remained close 
for the middle part of the half, 
but the Dukes outs<:ored UT-C 
15-6 in the final nine minutes 
to lead 35-29 by intermission. 
JMU then opened up a 13- 
point lead when the Dukes 
outscored UT-C 14-7 in the 
first six minutes of the second 
half. 
The Moccasins had the lead 
cut to five with ten minutes to 
go, and were within seven 
many times late in the half, 
but couldn't get any    closer. 
Dillard and Sieve Stielper 
led all scorers with 21 points 
and each had four rebounds. 
Shoulders added ten points 
and four rebounds, and Pat 
Dosh chipped in eight points 
and six rebounds 
Stielper scored 28 points, 
and Dosh and Dillard added 22 
and 20 each to lift the Dukes to 
a 86-77 home victory over the 
University of Arkansas at 
Little Rock Thursday night. 
JMU never trailed in the 
first half after jumping out to 
a 12-2 lead within the first four 
minutes on three baskets by 
Dillard, two by Dosh and one 
by Stielper. 
At the end of the first 
hal f, JMU held a 42-35 margin. 
The Dukes hit 20 of 38 shots 
from the field for 52.6 percent, 
compared to 15 of 37 for 40.5 
percent for UALR. 
JMU'S GERARD MATURINE (50) hits for two 
Klints on this hook shot over UT-Chattanooga's 
on Evans in Saturday's 78-72 Duke    win. 
Maturine 
rebounds 
moves in for a rebound. 
scored sue  points  and  had five 
in 12 minutes.    Jack Railey (40) 
Photo by Bill Btnaviti 
Track records set but few places won 
By KEN TERRELL 
Competing against most of 
the ACC schools, teams which 
travelled from Pennsylvania 
and Delaware, and the 
Virginia Division I schools, 
the men's track team earned 
few places at Saturday's VMI 
relays, but did set several 
indoor school records. 
With five places available, 
the Dukes took fourth place 
and set a new school mark in 
the shuttle-hurdle relay, 
probably the team's strongest 
event. 
Jeff Artis, Rick Fontaine, 
Jerry Cutright, and Keith 
Pope combined for a 29.6 
clocking, four-tenths out of 
first place. All except Fon- 
taine were members of the 
hurdle team that set the old 
record two years ago when 
they won the event. 
Pope also earned an in- 
dividual place in the open 60 
yard high hurdles with a time 
of 7.4 (Pope placed third of 
fourth, official places not 
available at press time.) 
The mile relay team set its 
third qew mark of the indoor 
season as Fontaine, Scott 
Worner, Pete Desrosiers, and 
Mike Schmitt ..turned in a 
3:28.9 performance. Fontaine 
turned in the fastest leg of the 
relay with a 52.0 quarter mile. 
The sixth place finish topped 
the old record of 3:30.1 set last 
week. 
Distance runners Mike 
Benshoff, Mark Brennan, 
Mike Greehan, and Richard 
Ferguson combined to set a 
new school record in the four- 
mile relay. Their time of 
18:00.5 shattered the four-year 
old mark by 17 seconds, but 
was only good enough for sixth 
place. 
Benshoff placed the team 
with a 4:20.6 mile while 
Greehan ran a strong 4:22.9. 
Ferguson ran his leg of the 
relay shortly after completing 
a 9:28 two-mile. VMFs Rex 
Wiggins, who won the two 
mile in a quick 8:56, was the 
only Virginia runner at the 
meet to place ahead of 
Ferguson. 
In the hurdle relay, 
Virginia Tech and VMI teams 
edged out the Dukes for 
second and third respectively. 
"The state of Virginia is 
very strong in the hurdling 
events," coach Ed Witt 
commented. Looking ahead 
to next week's state meet, 
Feb. 14, Witt thinks all six 
finalists in the hurdles there 
may beat the nationals 
qualifying time of 7.2 in the 60 
yard highs. 
Long and triple jumper 
Sam Onwuli.who has already 
broken the records here in the 
two events several times, 
failed to qualify for the finals 
in the long jump. 
"All of our technique 
events like the jumping events 
and the pole vault are weak 
right now," Witt said. "We 
haven't really practiced them 
since December because we 
haven't had the areas on the 
athletic field cleared." 
The team will send about 25 
of its members to compete in 
the state meet at Richmond 
Coliseum, according to Witt. 
Women cagers lose 
eighth to Norfolk St 
By RON HARTLAUB 
Guard Vivian Greene 
scored 31 points to lead the 
Norfolk State women's 
basketball team to a 76-64 win 
over James Madison 
University, Saturday af- 
ternoon in Norfolk. 
Greene, the third leading 
scorer in the state, offset a 20 
point, 12 rebound per- 
formance by JMU's Mendy 
Childress, the Duchesses 
leading scorer and rebounder. 
A key to the outcome of the 
game   was, the   turnovers. 
JMU committed 30 compared 
to onlv 17 bv Norfolk State 
Besides Childress, three 
other JMU players scored in 
double figures. Sharon 
Cessna scored 13, Kathy Peter 
had 11 and Kathy Railey 
contributed 10. 
The loss dropped JMU to 0- 
2 in the VFISW (Virginia 
Federation of Intercollegiate 
Sports for Women) and 6-8 
overall. Norfolk State stands 
at 5-3 in the VFISW. 
The Duchesses will host 
nationally ranked Old 
Dominion tommorrow night, 
proceeding the men's game 
against ODU at 5:45. 
Women's gymnastics: 
Team suffers first defeat 
By HOLLY WOOLARD 
The women's gymnastics 
team's first loss occurred this 
past weekend, when the 
Duchesses placed second in 
two tri-meets against Carolina 
universities.. 
During Friday's com- 
petition the Duchesses' lost to 
host Appalachian State 120.4- 
108,95. Western Carolina 
finished third with 68.6 points. 
"A change in judging hurt 
us," said assistant coach Pete 
Novgrad. As of Jan. 1, 1978, 
the score of a routine is 
lowered five tenths if the risk 
factor is not at a specific level, 
according to Novgrad. 
"Appalachian threw in 
sloppy, difficult skills and still 
scored higher than us," said 
the assistant coach. Although 
Novgrad is uncertain of the 
strategy head coach Kruger 
will use to deal with the 
scoring change, he stated, 
"we have girls that are 
capable of throwing difficult 
moves if they are 
psychologically ready." 
Freshman Donna Chapman 
captured  second  in  floor 
exercise for the Duchesses. 
Angie Muse finished third on 
the uneven bars. 
Saturday the JMU gymnast 
lost to the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, 118.15- 
112. The Duchesses defeated 
the University of South 
Carolina, which recorded 
106:85 points. 
Muse placed second in all 
around competition and 
captured seconds in vaulting 
and the uneven bars. Laura 
Mills finished third on the 
uneven bars. 
"Muse didn't score as high 
as she usually does, but that is 
because of the rule change," 
said Novgrad. "She was also 
restricted during practices 
the past few weeks because of 
a sprained ankle." 
The Duchesses host the 
University of Maryland and 
Virginia Tech next Friday 
night at 8 p.m. in Godwin 
Hall. The men's team will 
compete against North 
Carolina State and Virginia 
Tech at the same time. 
"I don't understand the rule 
change," stated Novgrad. "I 
don't think our judges know 
about the rulings either," he 
said 
TheUniversity of Maryland 
averages 116 team points a 
meet. "We are not sure which 
scale they use," said 
Novgrad. 
JMU earned 112 points 
against UNC, but that total 
would have been higher if 
routine scores were not 
deducted for lower risk skills. 
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Wrestlers down AU 29-8; 
lose to Lafayette 40-6 
By DENNIS SMITH 
The James Madison 
University wrestling team 
split a tri-meet Saturday 
afternoon by downing 
American University 29-8 and 
losing to Lafayette College 40- 
6. 
Dennis Herndon (118) and 
Scott Utegaard (167) were the 
only JMU wrestlers to win 
both of their matches. 
Herndon won a superior 
decision over American 
University's John Lelansky 
13-1, and beat Lafayette's 
Chris Brucker 7-1. The wins 
upped Herndon's season 
record to 14-9. 
Utegaard edged the 
Eagles' Dennis Watson 5-2, 
and slipped past LC's 
Charles Peterson 4-0. 
Utegaard, who has been in- 
juried most of the season, has 
a record of 8-3. 
Wrestlers   winning   one 
match were Woody Lawman 
(134), Scott Breslin (150), 
Kelly Sharpes (158), Bob 
Pfeifer (177), Dale Eaton 
(190) and John Kubesh (Hwt). 
Lawman won his first 
match by beating AU's Chris 
Graham 7-6, but was pinned in 
5:54 by Lafayette's Bill 
Fracas in the second. 
Breslin nipped AU's Glen 
Hatch 7-6 and lost a tough 
match to LC's Carl Mischinski 
8-4. Sharpes, meanwhile, beat 
the Eagles Rich Hirster 7-4. 
Pfeifer won a default over 
AU's Ed Jones, who was 
forced out of the match by a 
knee injury against Lafayette. 
Pfeifer was pinned at 5:53 by 
Mike Doscher. 
In his only match, Eaton 
beat the Eagles' Steve Pann 7- 
5. 
Kubesh beat AU's Dan 
Dukes 3-2 and lost to 
Lafayette's Dave Pitcher 5-1. 
Dukes show two faces in win 
By KEN TERRELL 
One is tempted to say, "it 
was the best of times, it was 
the worst of times," except a 
Dukes basketball game is 
hardly worthy of such literary 
paraphrasing. 
Nevertheless, the fans at 
Saturday night's match-up 
with University of Tennessee- 
Chattanooga had the op- 
portunity to view the home 
team at its flashy best and its 
sloppy worst. 
The latter type of play 
persisted in the opening 
moments of the game as the 
Dukes appeared snake-bitten 
by the Moccasins with missed 
layups by Steve Stielper, 
Roger Hughett and Sherman 
Dillard. Two muffed passes 
contributed to the Dukes 
ineffectiveness and allowed 
the Mocs to sprint to a 10-2 
lead with 16:27 still showing 
on the clock. 
Finally, the gremlins of 
fate switched sides and JMU 
climbed back into contention 
with the aid of several UT—C 
miscues. 
The Mocs run of bad luck 
began with a goaltending call 
against center William 
Wright, giving Dillard and the 
Dukes two easy points. UT- 
C also had their passing 
problems, losing possession 
when guard Eric Smith 
received a cross-court pass 
with' his 'back foot  on  the 
.'   -■•'.'   I. ,'■. ■ 
Hacking 
Around 
wrong side of the out-of- 
bounds line. 
Ron Evans and Ray Byron 
gave   the   Dukes   the   op- 
Krtunity to close within two 
committing consecutive 
fouls on the Dukes' Tyrone 
Shoulders. Shoulders 
reciprocated by sinking the 
four gift shots knotting the 
contest at 12 with 13:43 
remaining. 
The Mocs pulled out to a 23- 
20 lead before the Dukes 
showed the other side of their 
Jekyl-Hyde act. 
Stielper put the home team 
in the lead for the first time 
with a turnaround jumper 
with just under eight minutes 
remaining. ■ From that point until-the 
MV: .'I »' 1
   I    'l 
closing minutes of the half, 
JMU truly resembled the best 
team you never heard of. 
The Dukes aggressive 
defense halted the Mocs an- 
swering salvos to the home 
team scoring. Gerard 
Maturine, in particular, came 
off the bench and made his 
presence felt under the 
boards. The 6'7" junior 
popped In a hook-shot from 
five feet to increase the 
Dukes' lead to 31-25 with 3:23 
left and then sailed in from the 
key to pick off Sherman 
Dillard's rebound and send it 
back through the hoop for a 35- 
27 lead at 2:30. 
The Dukes then showed 
symptoms of their upcoming 
slump in the second half by 
committing three consecutive 
fouls as the Mocs closed to 35- 
29 at the half. 
The second half began as a 
blow-out for JMU when their 
steady play and a poor 
showing by the Mocs helped 
the Dukes build a 54-41 lead. 
Two technicals on UT-C s 
distraught coach Ron 
Shumate gave the Dukes three 
points towards a 20-point, 61- 
41 lead with 10:50 left. The 
stage was set for a dramatic 
transformation by the Dukes. 
In the next seven minutes 
the Mocs outscored the Dukes 
19-6.   UT-C's full-court press 
stole   the   momentum   from 
■ •   (( iHitinued on  Page 16) 
LONG JUMPER SAM ONWULI stretches before an indoor 
workout. Onwuli, who has already broken both the long jump 
and triple jump records at JMU, should gain even more 
distance once the team moves outdoors, photo by Bin Benaviti 
Onwuli jumps 
to prominence 
By KEVIN CROWLEY 
Sam Amech.i Onwuli could be the most 
heavily recruited athlete ever to attend James 
Madison University, yet he walks around 
campus in almost total obscurity Onwuli is a 
long and triple jumper on the men's track 
team, who in his first two meets at JMU broke 
three school records. 
Onwuli was born and raised in Lagos, 
Nigeria. He started in track while attending 
secondary school and was at first a sprinter, 
but he was persuaded to try the long and triple 
jumps. Sam became so good he won a gold 
medal in the National Sports Festival in 1973 
with a record breaking jump of 24'1", a record 
that he in fact still holds. 
It was about this time that many American 
universities began to show interest in the 
talented jumper from Nigeria. Onwuli 
received literally hundreds of scholarship 
offers, but he eventually chose the University 
of Kansas. 
At the last minute Onwuli was talked out of 
going to U. of K., because, as be put it, "the 
winters are too cold." 
Fortunately the coach at Kansas knew 
Rick Erdmann, the coach of Hagerstown 
Junior College in Hagerstown, Md. and Sam's 
scholarship was transferred there. After a two 
year career at Hagerstown, where Onwuli set 
long and triple jump records of 24*2" and 48'6", 
respectively, he was free to choose someplace 
to finish his last two years of school. 
Once again Onwuli was hounded by colleges 
nation wide, including Howard University, 
Idaho, Missouri, and Texas El Paso, which 
incidentally won the NCAA track and field 
championships in 75,'76 and finished second in 
1977. Unaffected by all of this attention, On- 
wuli choose James Madison University and 
received the first track scholarship ever given 
here. 
•  "I liked its j, JMU's) size. I'd rather go to a 
"small school where you're not just another face 
in the crowd. It was also close to Maryland 
Onwuli said, explaining why he chose JMU. 
"The attitude of the team is great and there 
are some real quality athletes here. Still, 
I think the main reason is academics. I'm a 
political science major and I'd like to be in die 
foreign service and be a diplomat. This school 
was best suited for my needs." 
One has no doubt that academics played a 
major role in Onwuli's decision. He is a very • 
articulate young man with a strong sense of 
priorities. Yet, many people were suprised by 
Onwuli's choice. 
"I was very suprised at the interest he 
(Onwuli) showed, " said JMU tract coach Ed 
Witt, "butjifter my first talk with him, I was 
sure he was sincere and I knew he would come 
here." 
Because he is the first track athlete to 
receive a scholarship, Onwuli feels there is 
some resentment towards him. 
"I hold no grudge against anyone and I feel 
like no one should begrudge me, but I do feel 
there is some resentment," Onwuli said. 
.      (Continued on Page. 15)      , ,,. 
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Dukes drop one place in The Breeze top eight 
By BOB GRIMESEY 
Virginia Commonwealth 
senior Gerald Henderson, who 
now has scored in double 
figures in 62 straight games, 
says the Rams "didn't play as 
intensely as in the last few 
games, but we played good 
defense, especially at the 
end." 
But the Rams' effort was 
good enough Saturday night 
for a 63-59 victory over Wright 
State that ran their record to 
18-2, the best of all the state's 
college basketball teams. 
As a result (and with a little 
help from North Carolina's 
ana N.C. State's victories over 
Virginia Tech this past 
weekend) the Rams move into 
a tie for the state's No. 2 
ranking behind the University 
of Virginia. 
VCU also defeated James 
Madison's Dukes on two free 
throws by forward Penny 
Eliot 56-55 after the buzzer 
had sounded a week ago. 
The margin between the 
state's "Big Three" is ever 
narrowing, however. 
Over the past week con- 
sider: 
— U.Va. beat N.C. State 
and Maryland, but lost to 
Wake Forest at Wake to drop 
its record to 15-3. 
— Tech lost to N.C State 
and North Carolina on the 
road, but notched a victory 
over nationally-ranked 
Syracuse en route to its 
present 16-5 record. 
— VCU won all week, but 
who did the Rams play? 
Nobody. 
Iiv the meantime, VMI ran 
its win streak to eight, this 
weekend with a 61-47 win over 
Roanoke to come in fourth 
again. 
James Madison's Dukes, 13- 
6, turned in an impressive 
victory, stopping Tennessee- 
Chattanooga 78-72. but the 
Dukes fall to No. 7 this week 
following the VCU loss 
(significant only because it 
was at home where the Dukes 
should have won), and a 
narrow     escape     against 
hapless Catholic. 
The Dukes, still hampered 
by height problems, have yet 
to defeat a state Division I 
opponent. 
The biggest reason for the 
Dukes drop, however, was the 
rebirth of Old Dominion since 
the    returns    of     Ronnie 
Valentine and Richie Wright 
from suspension. The 
Monarchs replace the Dukes 
at No 6. 
Since their return, the 
Monarchs have bolstered 
their record to9-10 — although 
it is worse than Madison's, Old 
Women runners fail to qualify 
The women's track team 
sent six competitors to the 
University of Pittsburgh 
Indoor Invitational Saturday, 
but met "much stiffer com- 
petition than at last year's 
meet," and failed to qualify 
anyone for the finals. 
According to Coach Flossie 
Love, the University of 
Maryland will be the likely 
team champion among the 
nineteen teams •competing 
once results are tallied. Also 
in the  top  five  were  Penn 
State,   Michigan   State,   and 
Pitt. 
With her team riddled by 
injuries and sickness, Love 
looked to strong, non- 
qualifying performances by 
team members in the meet for 
encouragement. 
Love cited tori Mowen's 
performance in the 880 yard 
run and Sandy Bocock's run in 
the two mile as showing 
improvement over last week's 
performances at the 
University of Tennessee. 
Desiree Middleton placed 
fourth in her heat of the 50 
yard dash and barely missed 
the 16 foot cut-off in the long 
jump only because of form 
problems with her trail foot, 
the coach said. 
No times were available 
because the meet officials 
only timed the runners that 
finished in qualifying 
positions and the Duchesses 
did not bring their own watch. 
Dominion benefits from 
having defeated No. 6 William 
& Mary. 
William & Mary (No. 5 
again), which rode high tides 
following an 11-1 record early 
in the year, has had trouble 
beating anyone lately. The 
Indians did manage to stop 
George Mason 94-73 Saturday 
to bring their record to 13-6. 
Richmond's Spiders won for 
only the fourth time in 18 
starts, nipping East Carolina 
82-80 to keep a strong hold on 
the No. 8 spot. 
Breeze Virgina 
Top Eight 
1. Virginia 
2. Virginia Tech 
VCU 
4. VMI 
5. William & Mary 
6. Old Dominion 
7. James Madison 
8. Richmond 
to a dance? 
ALL 
of our party dresses 
are now 50% off ! 
Fashion Flowers 
are 25% off! 
Tocft-fri    5-V.30I 
lhe University Square 
56 South Main St 
OPENDAILY 
Fri. nights til 
4 pm. 
Camera Shop 
Portrait Studio 
Complete Camera Supplies 
and free Film on kodaeolor 
and H\\\ Film 
20% DISCOUNT 
on all camera shop 
supplier photo finishing and both 
color and  black <\   nhite or free film 
79 E. Market St.     434-5314 
MOSBV'S 
B3RL«SP     A1, M. ( »4J*»nt t» Crawl Unload 
rW« -3.50 
Sea&to 5.50 
Oytfau 5.25 
Sttmti Skmmp 6.50 
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>OBRO/FL . 
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A 
'JZU 
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Jumper sets marks 
(Continued from Page 13) 
Sam also believes some 
people may be expecting him 
to finish first too often. While 
the fact remains that in three 
meets so far he has only one 
first place finish, it is also a 
fact that Onwuli has broken 
three school records. 
During the Lynchburg 
Christmas Meet, Onwuli 
finished second in the    long 
jump, but won the triple jump 
and broke the existing school 
record of 46'M»" with a leap of 
47,6". 
Then, in the East Coast 
Invitationals, held in Rich- 
mond, Onwuli finished fourth 
in the long jump, but broke the 
school record of 22'11%" with 
a 23'6" jump. He also placed a 
poor seventh in the triple 
jump, but shattered the 
.record he had set only five 
days earlier in Lynchburg 
with a jump of 47'7 . 
Although he feels the lackof 
indoor track facilities is 
hurting the team right now, 
Onwuli expects the situation 
to improve with the upcoming 
outdoor season. Since track is 
a sport in which times and 
distances naturally improve 
outdoors, it is inevitable that 
Onwuli '3,    distances    will 
improve 
UIIOI'S PIZZERIA j 
|    Homemade Italian Style Pizza, 
t i 
t 
: 
Hearth Baked Sab* 
SPae>ettl, ft Laiagna 
i Italian Steak, Meatball ft Sausage Subs 
Delivery   Men-than     6:00-11:00 
433-1101 
«een 
NAVY 
NUCLEAR PROPULSION. 
i/.ViiM »» Ail 
IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING. 
If you're majoring in engineering, ma 
or physical  sciences,  put your education 
to work in tomorrow's energy today- nu- 
clear power. 
Juniors and seniors can earn up to 
$6,500 during their senior year, a com- 
mission after graduation, attend one year 
of the most comprhensive training avail- 
able in nuclear power today and receive 
a salary well over the top 10% of engi- 
neers  in industry. 
The Navy.  When it comes to nuclear pow- 
er,  no one can give you the same opportu- 
Contact   the  Navy   Officer 
Information 
Office,   9   a.i 
.    Jan.   31 
Or   call   toll 
jar.i,   Placement 
:.    -   4" p. m . 
t'.'   Feb.   2 
<-'re?:   1-900- 55?- 
o-u.<Jno«'»-iu-.»r;^/-v^>v,-..-- • ******* • -  • 
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Women's Basketball 
Norfolk State 76. James Madison *4 
Virginia Tech 85, William k Mary 57 
Emory It Henry 78, Lynchburg 46 
Hampton Institute 67. WeithamptonSO 
Radford 90. VCU 5» 
Old Dominion 62, Longwood 46 
Men's Basketball 
James Madison 78, UT-ChaUaaooga TO 
North Carolina 101, Va. Tech 88 
Wake Forest 74. Virginia 82 
VMI6l,Roanoke47 
Maryland 81, Nev-Las Vegas 88 
Furman 68, N. Carolina State 67 
Clemson 85, Stetson 65 
VCU 63, Wright State 58 
Old Dominion 81, Robert Morris 60 
Wm.4 Mary 97. George Mason 74 
Univ. Division Standings 
RICHMOND (AP) - Virginia 
University Division basketball 
standings: 
State All Games 
W L Pet.   W L Pet. 
0 1.000 
1 .857 
1 750 
1    .500 
Old Dominion       1   4   .200    9 10   .474 
Richmond 1   5   .167    4 14   .222 
James Madison   0   4   .000   18   6   .684 
College Div. Standings 
RICHMOND (AP) - Virginia College 
Division basketball standings: 
State  All Games 
W L Pet.   W L Pet. 
7 0 1.000   12    7    632 
8 1    .889    15    4    .789 
5 1 833 11 8 .579 
9 2 .818 IS 5 .750 
4 1 .800 11 6 .847 
4 1 .800 10 8 .558 
6 2    .750    15   4 
Shenandoah 
Wash. 4. Lee 
Norfolk St. 
C Newport 
Va. Union 
Rand.-Macon 
Hampton 
Roanoke 
Lynchburg 
789 
2    .750   10 10    .500 
7   3    .700   14    5   .733 
Hampden-Sydney9 4 .692 13   6 .664 
5 3 .825 12   6 667 
8 5 .545 11 10 .524 
7 8 .538 9 11 .450 
Virginia 4 
VCU 8 
VMI 3 
Virginia Tech       1 
Williams 4 Mary 2    2     500 
15 
18 
16 
16 
13 
.833 
.900 
.762 
.762 
.684 
Averett 
Va. Wesleyan 
Radford 
Clinch Valley 
St. Pauls 
Lib. Baptist 
Longwood 
E. Mennonite 
Bridgewater 
Emory It Henry   1   8   .111 
George Mason     0   2   .000     7 13    350 
Virginia St. 0   8   .000   11   9   .555 
Mary Wash. 0   8   .000     3 14   .177 
2 2 .500 3 15 .167 
3 4 .42* 4 15 .211 
2 4 .333 5 15 .250 
3 8 .273 5 11 .313 
3 12 .200 3 14 .177 
3 13 .188 3 17 .150 
2 17 .105 
Duchesses drop third straight 
JMU PRESIDENT Ronald 
Carrier takes an unsuccessful 
hook-shot during Sigma Nu's 
Halftime Shoot-out at 
Saturday    night's    Dukes' 
" Photo by Bill Benavitj 
The . James Madison 
University women'Sv swim 
team lost again for thesthird 
consecutive time, as Virginia 
Tech swam over the 
Duchesses 83-47. 
Co-captain Frances Kelley 
was JMU's only triple winner. 
She won the 100 yards but- 
terfly and the 200 yards in- 
dividual medley and freestlye. 
Freshman Teresa Norman 
won  the  one  meter  diving 
STUDY MEDICINE 
IN THE 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
Absolute accreditation with World Health Organization listing. 
Meets eligibility requirements of the Associetion of American Medical 
Colleges for the COTRANS program. Students qualify to take ECFMG 
examination. Approved institution for U.S. Dapt. of HEW's guaranteed 
student loan program and VA benefits. Over 1,500 U.S. citizens now 
enrolled. A non-restrictive admission policy is in effect along with a 
two-semester pre-med progrem. We are now processing applications for 
the summer and fall semesters of 1978 on the basis of first qualified 
first accepted 
We are absolutely not associated with any American "Admissions 
Office" or placement compeny. Our offices and representatives, all of 
which are in the Dominican Republic, provide continual aid to students 
in the ereas of housing, purchasing, cultural orientation, and 
coordination of language instruction. There are no exorbitant fees 
involved; hidden or otherwise. Students are requested to apply directly 
to the Dominican Republic. You may call: 809-688-4516. You may 
write: CENTRAL RECRUITING OFFICE 
DOMINICAN UNIVERSITIES OF MEDICINE 
Edif icio Diez-Of icine 508; Conde 202-3; 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 
event. Sophomore   Suki 
Shaw placed first in the 50 
yards butterfly. 
"I wouldn't care if we lost 
every meet, if we turned in 
good times," said co-captain 
Diane Cayce. The Duchesses 
have a 1-3 record for the 
season and according to 
Cayce the team times are 
slower than they could be. 
-45E*. ;s^^^^zs 
•w 
At Bonanza wrVr got for free what the 
^ often mahr you pay for. Lie al the soup 
and salad you can rat at no tuna charge 
Sour cream, bam, ant craiwns at no extra 
charge. Hndfntit\thnflk<*\«ttffl* 
tea, and coffee. Try us and yurl see why 
at Bonanza we want you to come hungry 
and come bach 
Bonanza 
824 £. Market St. Harrit.nburj 
0" 
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VOICE OF 
FAN 
Sports pics tactless 
tact-takt-n 2: a keen sense of what to do or say in 
order to maintain good relations with others or avoid 
offense 
In the past two issues of The Breeze there have been 
three pictures in the sports department which have 
caught my attention. On January 31 Madison fans 
were treated to seeing a wrestler in the down position 
and a basketball player getting his shot blocked. I 
thought, how stupid-certainly this is not the publicity 
they or JMU desires. However, these pictures were 
outdone by the series of shots showing Dillard missing 
a dunk shot in the following issue. 
Come on Misters Terrell and McFarlane. Are you a 
pair of frustrated ex-jocks who like to build their egos 
By seeing others when they fail? Where are the 
pictures of Dillard hitting 20-foot jumpers, Shoulders 
destroying an opponent's shot, and Lawman gaining 
his six points in the match? 
True, the pictures shown were not taken by you. But 
why do you allow tSSS to be printed in your depart- 
ment? Certainly the plays were instrumental in 
disappointing losses. But why not treat us to pro- 
Madison action rather than to relive bad memories. 
If you feel this would be shirking your duties to 
report the news as it happens, pick up an old 
Washington Post after a Redskin loss. I guarantee the 
bias will be evident. And if you don't want to please us, 
the fans and readers of your little department, then 
think of the athletes themselves. Their actions are 
certainly much more professional than yours. 
"Thomas C. Henschen 
Ed. note: 
It is not the duty nor the intent of The Breeze sports 
section to function as a positive publicity organ for this 
university or its athletes. Neither is it the intention of 
the editors to continually show the athletes here in 
their bad moments. The photos used on these pages 
are chosen from among those available to us because 
of their clarity, content, and, as Mr. Henschen points 
out, because of their importance in relation to the 
event. 
Dukes9 win shows two faces 
|   u.p.b Logo Contest 
contest open to all JMU students. 
This logo will be use in all UPB 
activities: therefore, we would like 
a logo that will fit all of our needs 
( all correspondence, T-shirts, etc.). 
All entries must be at least 3" by 5" 
and a maximum size of 12"by 12". 
All entries must be a finished 
product in black and white. 
The prize will be a cash award of 
$25.00 to the best design chosen by 
a selected panel of UPB members. 
Deadline date is Thurs.  Feb. 16th 
all entries must be brought to the 
UPB office in the campus Center . 
Please include name, P.O. Box and 
Phone number on the back of each 
design.... winner will be announced 
Friday, Feb. 24th in theW.C.C. and inj 
the For info, call the UPB office at 
433-6217. 
(Continued from Page 13) 
complacent JMU as point 
guard Jeff Cross, who had 
played well coming off the 
bench, suddenly threw errant 
passes to Dillard and Dosh. At 
one point the Mocs stole four 
consecutive passes and 
converted them  into points. 
Campanelli called for the 
tease offense in an attempt to 
stave off the UT-C charge, but 
the Mocs stole the ball from 
usually sure-handed Hughett 
to close to 67-60. 
Fortunately, at this point 
the Dukes went into their final 
metamorphosis and began 
playing as sharply as the 
team's considerable depth 
and talent permits. 
In the next two minutes the 
Dukes showed little of their 
slow-down tactics as Dosh, 
Hughett and Stielper all drove 
JMU fencers 
lose and win 
The James Madison 
University Fencing Club split 
its two bouts over the 
weekend, losing to Virginia 
Tech Saturday while 
defeating the University of 
Virginia Sunday. 
The JMU Club won the foil 
competition against VPI but 
lost in the sabre and epee 
categories. Fencers present 
in foil were: Chuck Smith, 
Tim Snyder, Tony Accardo; in 
sabre: Bill Bowman, Mike 
Fulton. Jeff Maloy; in epee: 
Andy Wood, Jim Wheaton, 
and Bill Bowman. 
Sunday against Virginia 
the JMU Club won in foil and 
sabre while losing in epee. 
Fencers present in foil were: 
Bill Bowman, Chuck Smith, 
Andy Wood: in sabre: Bill 
Bowman, Mike Fulton, Jeff 
Maloy: in epee: Andy Wood, 
J.J. Movers, and Jim 
Wheaton. 
through the lane for baskets. 
Campanelli also played an 
option off the Mocs press by 
directing Dosh to launch a 
half-court pass to Shoulders 
from the base line. Shoulders 
gathered it in on the run for 
the score. 
Hughett    added    an    ex- 
clamation point to the JMU 
resurgence by leaping and 
stretching his 6'2" frame for a 
blocked shot in the closing 
minute 
The final 78-72 tally was the 
result of every facet of the 
Dukes' team personality. The 
only thing missing was a last 
second winning basket by 
Hughett. 
It's 
time to 
use your 
expertise 
at Quiches and Souffles 
A VARIETY TO CHOOSE FROM 
For a little 
something 
different 
78 E Market St    Harrisonburg, Va 
^yaX\ 
Pizza and Italian 
Restaurant 
THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS 
Wednesday Specials r **ff"SN| 1
   
r
 N/spaghetti 50* off 
75* off large or medium pizza 
Thursday Specials -spaghetti w/meat 
sauce or meat bant SO* off 
75* off egg plant parmagiani 
Master Charge and  Wj  Spaghetti ,, » « 
Visa accepted tIS E. Nirlwt St. 
Hun:  lltn-llpM Sin-Tkari 
«•■-<»■ M * S«» 
WSSAOUA'M 
,000000oooooooooo»« 
TYPING 
tall 
BAKEft 
60* perpagr 
433-8700 
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Intramural Council to discuss eligibility 
By WILLIAM SULLIVAN 
The Executive Intramural 
Council will discuss the 
eligibility   of  JV   football 
Sayers for next year's flag 
otball,  according to  the 
director of intramurals. 
Whether all present and 
former JV football players 
would be ineligible has not 
GRAND UNION 
SOUTH MAIN STREET jC.ciC.li    H u.   t fk     * 99/^l-t 4«^otK 
■ Bi^tittr    12 M.   6 >k.   M.59 
i Colonial Bra ml. 
BtltfM 
Plekli Piatttt 1 lb »k|. '99 
C0ek«4 Salmi 
been discussed. "We (the 
departmment of intramurals) 
still want to equalize com- 
petition," George Toliver 
said. A JV player is better 
than non-JV contestants, he 
commented. 
The council's next public 
session is tentatively 
scheduled on February 12, at 7 
p.m. in Godwin 103. 
The councjl will also 
consider allowing offsides in 
soccer except in the penalty 
area. Council member 
Dave Hillgrove predicted the 
change would increase 
scoring,    and "the 
I 
I 
-4 
BLUE RIDCE TIRE, inc. 
E. MARKET AT FURNACE ROAD 
HARRISONBURG, VA. 22801 
434-5935 
WHEEL ALIGNMENT • BRAKES 
SHOCKS • EXHAUST 
WHEEL   BALANCE • BATTERIES 
4fc 
B.EGoodrich 
America's Premier Radial Tire Maker 
WORK 
HOTS 
AND 
PLAY 
KNIGHTS^ 
Looking for a ^Jp 
different way _. GfS*b„ to spend your *r"^"T 
cummer? Why not help us out 
at Busch Gardens—we need 
ride operators, food service 
hosts and hostesses, merchan- 
dise clerks, and other people- 
oriented guys and gals. 
You'll work in an Old Country 
atmosphere in America's only 
European Entertainment Park. 
While you're helping to make 
our excitement happen, you'll 
be turning a fair wage and 
meeting & greeting park guests 
from around the country. 
Come see what the Old Country 
has for you this summer. We'll 
be on campus at 
We're looking forward to see- 
ing you this summer! 
lknth(i.inJm* 
\\ illi.iinsburg. \,t. 
i«"»' Op**iun.tv E".p!o„» «AT»i 
XUSPUND/ADC/AUDIOVOX/STE R£ 
^RLAS/AUDIOTECHNICA/BALD1^ 
FREEPARKING/STRINGS/DP: 
IJROVEARTH/FINANCI 
ELECTR0HARM0NIX/5 
FENDER/FUGI/GIB^^ 
JVC/KAY/SERVIC1:*^ WA RECEIVERS/LOS 
MXR/OSCARS^ 
DISCOL", 
XHE/Y', 
SOUN', 
CRAI 
DOB 
TAf 
PA 
Tl 
J' 
S 
f 
5O/ACCUS0UND/ADC/FUJI/DISC0UNTS 
efcfcLoARKING/CRAIG/Blc7AUDI0V0> 
RVICE/DESIGNACOUSTIC/> 
'.ECTROHARMONIX/FEN 
^•C/TURNTABLES/SAN' 
i 
I 
EA 
JVC, 
BIC/ 
ACCU 
ELECT 
DISCOU 
ROLAND 
DOBRO/Fl 
FENDER/KK" . 
ELECTROVOi 
MARTIN/GRETC 
STEREOS/TAPE/L"' 
JVC/TDK7BIC/ADC 
ACCUSOUND/MUSIC 
CB'S/SUZUKI/YAMAHA 
FREEPARKING/SERVICEK, -. 
ACE/PEARLCORDER/UNIVPX/ - 
SOUNDCITY/ELECTROVOICE/ST 
SANY0/TAPC07RMI/ATLAS/GALDWIN/ 
C 
D 1 a 
ES 
,§ 
ANYC 
,'JZUKI 
/ATDE/ 
. E/UNIV( 
LAS/STRI 
, .NANCING 
BORDER/SI 
^ JCOUNTPRICE 
„ TYAMAHA/FENDI 
P^He RIGHT PRICE!/ 
WMXR/BIC/QSC/MXR 
..H/TAMA/ACCUSOUND/ZS 
-CRVICE/FINANCING/DOBR 
cfl/FUJI/ROLANp/SANYQ/AUi: 
RINGS/STRAPS/TUNE 
eAKER5/ANTENNA/EVERYTHINGSTERE( 
goaltender would be protected 
from injury," he said. 
That proposal drew 
criticism from some soccer 
captains. Ed Parry, captain 
of Ikenberry, said "soccer is 
not a high scoring game." He 
is satisfied with the present 
offsides rule. G if ford's 
Charlie Starrs predicted the 
quality of games would 
diminish. He suggested adding 
ten to twenty minutes to the 
forty minute games. 
Golf, bowling and weight- 
lifting may be included as 
optional sports in cham- 
pionship league competition, 
Toliver said. 
In other news, Kent Berner 
triumphed over J.W. Myers 13- 
11 in men's Pro league one-on- 
one championship Saturday. 
"It was the toughest game I 
ever had," Berner said. Both 
players are teammates on S- 
pace Cowboys. Berner beat 
Mark Steinhoff 11-9 as Myers 
defeated Dave Wyatt in the 
semifinals, 11-5. 
Signup sheets for men's 
and women's free throw 
competition have been posted 
by Toliver's office, Godwin 
104. 
Tk« Bwej« dMbi\Uib 
fettMiftftl 
*.5$ ht Hit 
HntttmtM 
Send a 
Gift of 
Love!— •4 
ft5*1?' 
$'% !c&J 
© 1S77 Hallmark Cards, mo 
Come see all our 
"loving" gifts for 
Valentine s Day, 
Tuesday, Feb. 14: 
New decorator - 
scented candles, 
writing papers, 
albums, gift books. 
A beautiful 
Hallmark valentine 
and a thoughtful 
Hallmark gift... 
the perfect way 
to say you care. 
Lloyd's Hallmark 
72 South Main St. 
Harrisonmirg 
FWW^ 
Why Tuesday s are 
something else at 
Arthur Treachers. 
Our 
Budget Banquet 
II used to be that th$ best thing you could say 
about Tuesday was thai it wasn't Monday 
But that was before Arthur Treacher s Tuesday 
Budget Banquet 
Arthur Treacher s delicious lish and chips served 
with cole slaw and your choice ot beverage. all for the 
low Tuesday-onry price ot f 1.79 
No wonder Tuesdays are somethi ng else 
We are something else!" 
ARTHUR TREACHER'S FISH & CHIPS 
Store hours 
Sun-Thurt  11-9 
iFri-Sot  11-10 
88 CARLTON ST 
HAMISON»U«G. VA 22801 
fir erf.r. ••-#-■#'•" .........        •f-ffffjf' i 
^•^^,.^,,;.v.v,-:,v/.'f/;.vv.v,v^w:*)- W W»' ******** 
Pf 
UJJ1) 
r^' 
*■«• 
SJLsUJi' formerly 
J.Geils Band 
\w «X, //. 
/ /*. ELVIN BISHOP rj&>u 
c".;,T 
Tickets on Sale 
Wednesday 
FEB.l 
Wednesday Feb. 15th  8:30 
TICKETS:   $4.50 JMU I.D. 
$ 5.50 Public 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a-****** 
- 
-■■-■:■■■'-■::*:>■''"■:"•■. 
FORT LAUDERDALE 
SPRING     BREAK      IN     FLORIDA 
SAT. MARCH4-9  5 fights 
AT 
THE SUNRISE HOTEL 
$219 QUAD ROOM 
ALL  TRANSFERS BETWEEN HOTEL AND AIRPORT 
SPACE LIMITED-RESERVE NOW 
reservation coupon 
Clip & mail to: Turner Tra\el Service, 1029 S. High St., Harrisonburg.VA 2280] 
Enclosed is my check for $50 deposit to secure my reservation on the Spring 
Break in Fort Lauderdale Tour March 4-9. 1978.  I understand that the 
balance will be due by Feb. 10 -- and that my deposit will be refunded in 
full if I should cancel by Feb. 10. 
JJame _, j Phone      
Full Address "~~~  
Will share room with (1) T?7 T5T 
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO: Turner Travel 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT Turner Travel Service 
1029 South High Street 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(703) 433-2438 
OR CONTACT: Jim Rayfield, J.M.U. Box 7,-35-- Campus Phone 433-6217 
ivtwww 
DOONESBURY 
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by Garry Trudeau 
MOREOVER, UTTH THE KIND 
OF PBRSONAl DiPWMAC/THAT 
THIS DINNER REPRESENT^ WE 
\ Am THE POSSIBILITY OF- 
J
 PU8UCGAFFES UKE THE OB 
I (MICH MARRED MR. CARJBtS 
mno 
BUT,DOC,THAT imn 
REALLY AM BI6 PEAL 
TW06H,MSIT?DONT 
)/0U WINK THE POLES 
TDOKTHEOARNALDE- 
SXE"REMARKALLIN 
600PFVN? 
MR.PemNS.THE 
LASTPEOPLETO       0H.RI6HT, 
CARNALLY DESIRE     1 HEARD 
POLANDSTWEV     ABOUTTim.. 
FORFOURiEARS! 
GOOD EmilN6. THIS IS THE SCENE 
INNEWmtTONlfflASHtWREDS 
OF DEMONSTRATORS GATHER. OUT- 
\SIDE A DINNER FORTHE EMPRESS 
1OF IRAN. ROLAND MEDLEY ISTH5RE. 
2-6 
cfe <»fe($>c&?  sfe 
HARRY, THERESBEENA SU6HT 
DELAY IN THEFESTMTIEST0N/6HT 
AS UJEAWAITTHE LATE ARRIVAL 
OF PRO-SHAH FORCES HERE AT 
THE NEW YORK HILTON HOTEL. 
fi 
cfe? qft>cb<ftg flfc> 
BAD UEA1HER APPARENTLY DELAYED 
THBBUSES 8RJWING THESHAHSRE- 
CRUITS TONY., SO OUT OF FAIRNESS, 
PLANNERSHAVEHELDUPTHE BANQUET 
7) ALimj COUNTER-DEMONSTRATORS 
TIME TO TARE UP THEIR POSfTIONSf 
<£&      <&>   (&<&3      S%> 
IWB LNE   THEY COME NOW! 
1UFSUAH  ^ORSUKB THE 
W*™iEVEWSS UNDER 
£UAYt HARRY/ 
<$%>   <&<50'7Z<4a&K 
HARRY, I'M TALKIN6 IDA COUPLE 
OF STUDENTS RJ6HTN0U), BUT UN- 
LIKE MOST OF THEF0REI6N DEMON- 
i S7RAT0RSHEREt THESEYOUNSMEN 
'tfS&^ARE AS AMERICAN AS 
Zr^l^VYDUORI' 
MOREOVER, IAMT0LP THAT 
THEY ARE STUDENTS OF DR. HENRY 
KISSINGER, THE FEATURED SPEAK- 
ER AT T0NI6HT1S DINNER HON- 
ORING THE EMPRESS! 
GENTLEMEN, TELL ME, WHY ON 
EARTH ARE YOU WEARING THOSE 
MASKS? SURELY WU'RE NOT 
PROTECTING RELATIVES OR 
_        JDVEDONESIN 
w%&*f**IRAN? ' 
NO, BUT WE'VE 
GOT MID-TERMS 
COMING UP, MAN.. 
WHOA! 
SAY NO 
MORE! 
Dwellers among the stars 
\ 
# tm A mm uunm ti m VOIDJHE 
WJKrtR DlSCmms THE COMPUTE* 
^XMHHITS OF PAST MSTWjM 
THUS is MMK IHFORMEP OF m 
JJsr HOURS mm HIS 
STATE QF SUSFEIM 
'AMIMWH.WER 
AWARE OF THE CO* 
TACT mHAHMKm 
VEMkMVKHE 
15 HWTHE 
WELDER Of 
COSMIC POWER. 
fcg RJIMJB dag 
THiH SHE 7m$\ 
■ IN m HMkt Wtmmpi 
ir* JAQM) FLA* of atnct 
lr» 
^»r 
rTJvTTTTTTTTT. ftjYU'i t't'tffl JfiMft 
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Classifieds 
For talc 
TWO AR7&-I3 RADIAL SNOW 
TIRES: $12 each. Call 434-8663 
or 1-942-7751 
TWO HOUSING CONTRACTS 
IN WEAVER DORM: Same 
room. Call Randy at 5486. 
1956 DODGE PICKUP: Ex- 
cellent running condition. 
Body and interior in excellent 
shape. Inspection good 
through April 30, 1978. $650. 
Call 433-2287 (off campus) 
after 5 p.m. 
ANYONE on or off campus 
interested in receiving The 
Washington Star newspaper, 
please call Tom, 7142. On and 
off campus delivery available. 
TYPING       SERVICE: 
Dissertations, theses, reports. 
14 years experience. 75 cents 
per page (Pica) and 80 cents 
per page (Elite). Paper 
furnished. Call Mrs. Price, 
828-6941 
TOP BRAND   NAME AUDIO 
EQUIPMENT: At rock bot- 
tom prices. Also, brand name 
calculators, televisions, car 
stereos and C.B. radios. Call 
for a price quote. 433-9440 (off 
campus). Ask for Mike. 
FOR HIRE: Will move large 
objects or do hauling with my 
van. Rates open. Call Steve, 
433-2289. Box 2617. 
TYPING   SERVICE:       R 
Craig.   433-1868. 
CONTACT LENS WEARERS: 
Save on brand name, hard 
and soft lens supplies.   Send 
for free illustrated catalog. 
Contact Lens Supplies, Box 
7453, Phoenix. Arizona  85011. 
FOR SALE: Fender 50 
Bassman Amp Two fifteen- 
inch speakers, two years old. 
like new condition. The 
chance of a lifetime, a really 
good deal. Call Dwayne at 
6127  or write Box 4013. 
MRS. DOR1S-ESP, PALM 
READER AND ADVISER ON 
ALL   AFFAIRS   OF   LIFE: 
There is no problem so big 
that she cannot solve. Mrs. 
Doris is located on Main 
Street just two doors north of 
the firehouse in New Market, 
Va. For further information, 
call 740-8798. Special for JMU 
students: full life reading for 
$2. 
DO    YOU     NEED    HELP 
MOVING? Will do light 
hauling with :,.i ton pick-up 
truck at reasonable rates. Call 
828-2012. Kim. 
For rent 
ONE BEDROOM. FUR- 
NISHED   APARTMENT      to 
sublet. Mid-May to Sep- 
tember, option to continue 
Fall. Utilities, air conditioning 
furnished. $170 per month. 
Call 434-0201 after 7 p.m. 
TWO BEDROOM APART- 
MENT: Sublet May through 
August. Option to continue in 
fall. Air-conditioned. All 
utilities included. $259 per 
month. Call 434-4741 after 5 
p.m. 
Wanted 
RIDE WANTED: Ride to 
Houston, Texas or surroun- 
ding area over spring break. 
One way or round trip. Will 
share expenses and driving. 
Call Chris. 433-6191.     . 
ROOMMATES   WANTED: 
Need two females to share 
five bedroom house on W. 
Market St. with three others. 
Two baths, large kitchen, 
iivingroom, diningroom. 
utility room. Rent $80a month 
plus utilities. Available 
sometime after Feb. 10. Call 
433-2856. 
Activities 
JOBS ON SHIPS! American, 
foreign. No experience 
required. Excellent ' pay. 
Worldwide travel. Summer 
job or career. Send $3 for 
information. Seafax. Dept. L- 
2, Box 2049, Port Angles, 
Wash.   98362. 
Lost 
A   BLACK   CHECKBOOK: 
Belonging to Gary D. Smith. If 
found, please call 433-5401. 
Reward offered. Box 3605. 
Found 
A DORM ROOM KEY: At- 
tached to a gold tag in front 
of TKE house on Friday. Jan. 
27. Call 7216. 
Personal 
BOZ: And tell me. Grey Seal- 
how does it feel to be so wise? 
I love the thunder, you love 
the rain. Deacon Booze. 
TO THE L.AJD. FAN CLUB: 
We appreciate your, support, 
but would like to know your 
identity. The girls from 
LAD. 
BABY (JTS): Thanks for the 
four fantastic years together. 
How about some tusselling? 
You're still the only one in my 
heart! Love, Chickie. 
WARRENTON AND LAND- 
MARK: You've got a lot of 
guts. $200, just for a little lip. 
Out with old and in with new. 
Two practical jokers. 
LORD BRYON: Must you 
leave at 9:00? Alexandria has 
a headache, P.C. is watching 
the Banana Splits and I am 
dazzled by your company. 
Steve. 
TO    THE     PRETENDER: 
Bacardi. Jackson, Theta 
Chi-is that all there? I hope 
not-but I'm running on emp- 
ty. If you really care, you 11 
talk. I'm sorry. The only child. 
FOR     A     GOOD     TIME: 
Call Debbie at 6504 
PHIL:Whoa! Thanks for all 
the trips to Hong Kong, the 
back rubs, and the games of 
"99" (Back-at-'cha) You're a 
greeaaat guy and we love 
"ya." The Suite. PS. Were 
easy! 
•YE ARE THE FRUITS OF 
ONE TREE, and the leaves of 
one branch. Deal ye one with 
another with the utmost love 
and harmony, with frien- 
dliness and fellowship...So 
powerful is the light of unity 
that it can illuminate the 
whole earth." Baha u' Hah, for 
more information contact the 
Bhai's of JMU,Box 4175 
TO D AND D: Sorry you could 
not find what you were looking 
for. For your sake the steak 
better not turn up or you will 
unknowingly be eating it for 
the next dinner. Fnpm T and 
TO ALL JMU GIRLS: Nine 
out of ten girls want it and the 
tenth one goes to Madison. 
Garber B 202. 
SECOND V.P. AND THE AS.: 
Luigi's has it, this is true. It 
may not taste right cause it's 
not new. B. Joans. 
MISS TREE: Welcome back 
to the student's world. The 
tables are turned in more 
ways than one. But. 
remember. tomorrow's 
another day. Miss Green. 
CHIMP     AND     SPEEDO: 
Spunky nips come from 
spunky tips. Do you think you 
can handle it? C.C. senor! 
Come and sit on my 
face ...Yeah, boy! Phase 1.1A 
completed! WOP and R.B. 
DANDY I).: I can't compete 
only to make second string. 
We both lost by your choice. 
But I sure do miss your 
smiling face. Volumptous V. 
let your laired one 
or 
secret sweetie know 
that you care- 
buy a 
Valentine's Pay personal 
Your name 
Your box number 
j Your phone number  
l 
{Classified   (please print) 
i 
SO cants for every 25 words 
Deadline today at 3 ».■. 
No classifieds accepted without payment. 
I I 
i 
